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Chapter I

REVIEW OP THE LITERATVREt
PUCING THE PROBLM IN A THSORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The Problem Defined

Very few issues in education have attrted as much

attention as that of desegzegation. Americann of various

political persuasions have'heatodly debated the pros and

cons of black and white children earning together. White

liberals and black moderates write of the betnefits of

desegregation for Mack students. In a disclvaion of edu-

cating black youngsters, Kenneth Clark stator, ", . the

goals of integration and cAstity education must be sought

together; they are interdependent." (Dark Ghottp, p. 117)

Blac militants believe that integration would have several

deleterlous consequences fr black childrPl. In Black Power,

Carmichael and Hamiltcsn pr4dict that integration would force

the black child to give up his identity and forswear his

heritage, (p lack Power, p. 5,5).

The issue of the effect of intogration on the edu-

cation of black children :1.6 an hmportant one. but it cannot

be pursued isolation. Integration mnans thTA black end
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white children will be educated in the an school rooms.

The impact of integration on whites is relevant because of

ite effect on black students. If integration is to mean more

than racial segregatin within the eame sch.ol, it matt mean

that white and black students will interact with one another.

The "success" of integration may well ba related to the

quality of black and white interaction r If whites aro hostile

to blacks cr tend to dominate them, the outcomos of desegre-

grAtion for blacU studeats will certatnly he affected.

In him article, "Review of Evidence Relnting to the

Effects of Desegregation on tbe Intellectual Performance of

Negroes," Irwin Katz borrows heavily from psychological

research not directly concerned with race, in order to

predi.:.t the effects of white behavior on blaclz children. (in

Education for the Disadvantaatt. ed. by Passow, Goldberg and

Tannenbaum, 19671 The paucity of educational reorleicirch on white

responses to blacks is apparent in the revitil. Equally

apparent. however, is the need for more rnsearch in this area.

Katz predicts that white students' behavior toward blacks in

integrated schools will greatly affect, the black atudents'

acadern1,: per

Katz states/ "One may assume that novel types of

contact with white strangers possesza social th::eat com-

pcnent for members of a subordinated minority group."

1i
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'Sscial threat" makes pimple anxious for fear they will be

harmed. The degree of 'social threat' in a situation depends

partly upcn, . the amount of evidence of white hostility

tor the extent to which evidence of white friendliness is

lacking)" (Ka sz in EfastAtim.,,fast_211.,J2acluatt p. 126) .

Jibs symptots of "social threat" are anxiety and

socia isolation. Many psychological studies have investi-

gated the effects of anxiety and isolation on performance.

Msst of them find that psychological stress impairs perfor-

mance. (Deese 19(2, Msndler and 5iarassn, 1962, Spence, 1958,

Taylor, 1963) The anxiety caused by "social threat" may

islpair the acadeisis pissftsrmance of black etude:sta. if blacks

believe that good performanse arouses hostility in their white

classmates, they may lower their achievement rather than risk

hostility. Kotz reviews a number of psychological studies

which found that a per "vulnerability to stress" is

increased under' csnditions tsf social isolation. If the hos-

tility .and unfrendliness tf white classmates isolates the

blaesk student, it is ressonsble to predict that he would be

unable to cope with the further ntress of achieving in his

studiess

The sathors of the "Coleman Report," .itacial Isolation

in th e Public Schools found that increased interracial

friction causes "hardship" :lor particular pupils. 157)

i2
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'fie. chets reports of increased frictio between black And

white studentsifrall correlated with decreasing achievement for

those students. Black children's achievement was effected

moxe by :ncreaxed friction than white childrsin'is achievement

The report states that, "The achievement of Negro students

is adversely affected where there is a high degree of friction."

(p. 158) The report does not specify', however, the source of

interrAcxal friction cr the conditions under which It

increases.

Two studies have found that blagks are subjected to

s'so-lal threat" in integrated sltuations. Yarrow (1958)

cbservizd the beh?:.yior of and white youngsters in inte-

grated and segregate4 summer camps. He found that white

children directed twice as such aggression toward black cabin

mates as they did to their white peers. Tension symptoms

appeated in Alnowt twice as many children in desegregated

crops as in the segregated camps, (Katz, Eslocall!nn for the

;.:IsIldurAlata, pp . 132-134 L )

Katz and Cohen ;1962) conducted a study of black and

white conege students. The students worked in integrated

dyads, One half of the dyads received "Assertion Training'

w.Y4.ch gQaranteed that 1..oth the black and whites knew answers

to hIlf of the auesticr on the t48k, and that blacks were

reciired to stAte tlleAr answer. Subjects in the Control

13
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Condition did not receive Assertion Training; and black

partners were less assertive than white partners. On a sub-

sequent judgmentat task, 'black subjects in the Assertion

Trained dyads were as assertive on the task as their white

partners, but black subjects in the Control Condition were

not as assertive as 0.ieir pertners, When interviewed about

the task, the whites in the Assertion Trained Condition,

underrated the accuracy of their bl4ck partners. They were

also less likely to prefer working with the same black

partner on fixturil4 tasks than wre whites in the Control

Condition.

These studies proviee $rmie evidence that under certain

conditions, whites react ne5atively to blacks and that inte-

grated situations are streasful. They suggest that 1,1 order

to understand the adjustment of blacks in an integrated situ-

ation, it is vital to study the response of the whites to the

bLicks in those situations. Theevidence, however, is scanty

and out of date. A concomitant of noglcting to study white

reaction, in integrated groups is neiglecting to study the sub-

jective AspPcts of integration, Few iruvAxi6$ have been made

into the emonal. climte of integrated e4rouse the feelings

of affect between crup members or the perceptions of group

net ber8 toward one another. It is in this area where the

cf "social threat" s;..,:uations reside. Educational

14
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rosearchers have focused instead on tho achievement of black

students in integrated schools. Most reaeardhors of.inte-

grated schools rely on achievement and 24). tent ecores of .

black students to evaluate the "success" or °failure° of inte-

gration. The proclivity to °measure the meaeureablee" pone .s

in spite of the fact that test scores do not anwer many

questions which educators and parents connider important.*

In particular, test scores cannot ax awer or eVenpeo-

vide any clue to the following questions: Will black and white

Children enjoy attending school together? Will they likoznd

respect one another? Will they behave diffemntly toward

members of their own race than toward members of the other.

race? These questions demand research in the sublective area

of integration and reeeardhers who look at the impact of in-

tegration on both blew% and whito children.

This study is an. analysis of data collected in the

summer of 1970. The area of inquiry is the cubjectivo one o.
*motional climate, feelings of affect, °valuations and socio-

*motional behavior in an integrated setting. More specifi--v

civilly, the study will investigate the behavior and attitudes

of black and white junior high school boys in mull., "task-

oriented" groups. The focus is on the assertive member in

each group":- The investigator is motivatod by two broad

questions: (1) Are there any differences 1.7twean the way,

,I4asertiva_ls thq rank position number o on initlation and/or influraco.
(see pp. 90-101)
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black and white subjects feel and behave toward assertive

members who are black and toward assertive members who are

white in the groups' (2) To the nature of aysertivo be-

havior diffetent for black and white stAbj*to?

The practical importance of studying assortIve be-

havior and responses to tt, lies in the neicesaity of ochool

personnel to plan for, the differences in behavior in in-

tegrated classrooma. School pc.rtionnel may mi5.1wnderstand

stylistic differences batwen bltclt. And whit* yokulgotern and

students may suffer from any misunderstanding. School

personnol may tlso have to .Learn to dedsil with possible hos-

tility on the part of whit* scudento in integrated situations*

Unless they sre 4b .e to cope with white hostility in inte-

grated schools, black childrenoc acudemic per may

be affected.

%lie study is an analysiD of some of the data col-

lected by Elizabetl Cohen in her Xxpeotati Training XI

project. The major p;irpose of Cohen study waa to change

the rac3.al stat'as ordering in small, °task-,,Irientod° groups

composed of two white and tveo black junior high eclbool boys.

The purpose of this investigatar's stPady was to examine the

behavior of the most assertivo member in each gz.o..tp and the

responses of c,ther members in the group to him.

SucNoosful t!vatment In changing the racial status

1G
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ordering in the present experiment produced more black

subjects who were assertive in their groups than in previous

studies in the program. Other atudieo have also attempted

to increase the initiation rate and influe-ica of black aub4.

jests in integrated groups. Thio was the purpose of the

previous experiment, yl.,sp.aptatiga Traj..ning.L, 'Altering the

Effects of Racial. Status !'xaracteristic," Lohman's

dissertation, 'Changing t Racial Statn Ordering by Means of

Role ftdeling," was alto cc,ncernod N:;.th increasing the in-

itiation and influen.cko level of black sub:iects. The study

by Katz and Cohen (1962) wa.4 successful in making black sub

jects more influential in integrated two-man groups.

The interesting question for thin invettigator 1.1%2

What .happens to the succeD?:ea of these experiments? in other

words, how do group memberm react to an assertive black?

. What do they think of him? How do they foel toward him?

Special training tc, make blacks were asaertive in

integrated situations may be the result of the above studies.

If. so, it is impor4-ant to know if thtre re ?any detrimental

side effects to the black por; on who learns to behave in a

more self-confident way.

Theoralial-E41411'woft

The study is concemed with ttlo problems: Will race
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have any effect on the attitudes and behavior of group

members toward the moat assertive member in tho group?

Rio will the most Aaserrtvt blacks behave differently then

the most assertive whites? Tn order to define this research

problem, the phenomentof assertiveness of blocks and whites

must be placed in a theoreticll framowork. Predictions and

explanation* of group members' attitudes tnd behavior will be

generated from the theoretical framework.

Statue characteristic theory in useful in predicting

the status ordering of task-oriened groups composed of statue

unequal*. It is alzo use in ,explaining the position of

the assertive whit and the assertive black in this study.

The Theory of Diffuse Status Charactnristice lots

formuliited by a group of sociologists itt Stanford University.

(Joseph Berger, Bernard Cohen: and Morris Zelditch, Jr,)

The theory explains several studies in which the "power and

prestige order" in small groups was determined by an outside

etatus characteristic of the group members. The status

characteristic deterTined the power and pre$tige order whether

or not the status characteri,sti- was directly relevant to the

group task. A status tharacterintic in one basis upon which

individuals form expectations of themseiveD and one another.

The power and prestige order refers to di2fering rates of

initiation, receipt, evaluation cAnd influence in small group*,

18
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Tho importance of predicting expectations of group

members reatz upon the relationship between expectations and

performanco. There is 4A lArge body of sostiological literature

documenting the clone correlation between a person's per-

formance 'and hi&I own and another's expectations of his

p6rformAnce. The Theory of Diffuse Status Characteristics

asounes that the power and prestige order develops in specific

situations and i& determinod by bow well group members expect

themselveo emd others to do on the ttskr That ix, if they

expect a group me bar to bv particularly ekillful in a task,

they will listen to him and give him a chance to talk. Sine.

he feelo that he it; competent, be will probably respond to

any opportunity to give hisi opinion, vid will therefore

initiate mciro-than a member who does not feel he hae much to

contribute. ra$ opini.ofts 'will be evaluated by others and

becauno they expect his id so to make sense, they will tend

to go along with him. Ha will initiate more, receive mons

rmatrhs, and bt ore inf1u6ntial than the subject for whom

there en:a low expectations.

For oxlmple, Strodtbeolt found that the amount of

influenco in jury do c- and 1.nitiati.on in jury deliber-

ations wa celDtcd to tho niex ;mid occupational prestige of

members £n the moch jariec4, (Strodtbeck, James and Hawkins,

1957) Similarly Torrance'n ntudy of three-man groups



composed of pilot*, navigators and gunnors revealeet that

their relative influence on four group tasks depondad upon

thoir military rank, even when the tank was unrolatnd to

military life. (Torrance, 1954) Of more direct rolavanco to

this study are the experiment% conducted by. Xatz and his

c11eagti which discovered thAt initiation, in2lunnce and

evaluation of black and white group members dep4mded upon

their 'Lace. Xatt, Goldston and Bcmjamin, 19se, Xetzs. and

Cohen, 1962)

The 'empirical rolularity" of the findings in thest

studies was not widely recognized until .tho Theory of DUfute

Status Char4cterietics was doveloped. (Berger, Cohen and

Zolditch, 1966) The theory begins by dafining the propertiom

that the status characteristics in the above t3tudieo %eve in

common. Race, sex, occupatiormi prentigl and military ran%

are all rstatILs cham:toristics which are differently oveluetod.

That is, it is generally believalin tho rzoe7tety that it is, in

some sense better to be a an then a woman, to b* white not

black, to be a doctor instead e 4 labort.r, and to bo a

General rAthec than a PrivaCe. Thoso difforent evaluations

provide the basis for developing general expl:ctations of

people who pov.%.tess one t.,t1' of these charzotexistica. For

oxample, if it is "bettr" tc. be A dcctor then n laborery

people may expect a doctor to be 1 ore intolliciant than n
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laborer, Besides these "general expectations," are a series

of specific expectations for e4ch state of the characteristic.
A specific expectation of sex differences is that men aro

thought of as physically stronger and more logical than woman.

The theory defines 4 'diffuse status characteristic"'!

Definition 1. A chsracteristic D is a diffuse
status characceriltic if aid only if

(1) the stYAtes of D are differentially evalu-ated, and

t2) to each state, x, of D there corresponds adistinct set .e)f specifically amsociated,
evaluatedo states of characteri.stics, and

(3) tc; each state, :aL, of D the corresponds adistinct general expectation state, GZSx*
having tho same evaluation as the state Dx.(Berger, Cohen and Zelditchi p. 33)

Race is seen as a "diffuse
status charaoteriatie because!

(1) there are different states of race 0,1ack and white)
which are differentially evaluated; (2) the is a set of
specific expectations associAted with race (blacks are thought
of as being more musical and athletic than whites); and (3)
there are general expectations associated with race,

(blacks , :re expected
t.o dc 1sta well in a variety of teoko.)

T1 tht,nry dscribes the e.nditiono und4r which the
diffuse status (.-har4cteristic will determine expectations of
group me r: fcr themselves And others en a new task and

thereby determine the power lad prestige order in the group.

21
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Expectation Training.II meet* tho following scopa condition*

specified in the theory: Thn task iP "collective," requiring

group members to take into account each otheeo Opinions in

waking a decision. It may renult in oucaers or in failure

and it is important to the partici zults to wIcceed. Subjects

perceive that there is a cortain compatonce Olich will enhance

their chances for succ,eera on the taoh, The tank has not been

previously associated with race, Pinally, participants have

had no previous contact with or another end are matched on

a number of criteria to inmro that them 10 no basis other

than race for discriminating betw*en them.

According to the theory, whites ehould I've the most

aseertive member& in tho group. That io, they fhoul d ini-

tiate the most and be tho mot influential member in their

group. Their positive state of the diffuse status charac-

teristic (white) Sri 1.i produce high oxpectations f7n- their

performance on the now task and the expevtations will

result in active and influential behavior. The assertive

white's performance ie balaced with the expectations Mehl*

race. The general exp=lottionm for hism race tlro positive:and

the assertive behavior which makes bin the '1.tp man" in the

power and premtige order ir aloo evzliat4d positively.

when a black group momter bocomes asaertive, his per

is not balanced with hie state of the d ffuse stxtua
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characteristic (black) . The theory defines "balance."

Definition 2.1 (aalance) A. relational unit
is balanced in S if and only if its elements
have the same *valuation.
(Berger, Cohen and Zelditch, p. 39)

Tlie black subject who is the most assertive somber in his

group ha* a positive evaluation for his performance on the

task. but * negative evaluation for his state of the diffuse

statue characteristic. He is an imbalanced unit because these

two elements have a differentplosaluation. Am an iMbalanced

unit, he is the source of imbalance for the status structure

of his group.

Definition 2.2 A st4otu structure in S is
balanced if and only if every relational
unit in it it balanced.
(Berg rf Cohen and Zelditch, p. 39)

The Theory of Diffuse Status Characteristics defines

the phenomerst)f the assertive black as an "imbalanced unite

and the assertive white as n 'balanced unit." Balance Theory

can be used to generate hypotheses which will predict the

relationship between assertive group members and their

teammates.

In his book4 1211ajjallljatakte Rowerd P. Taylors

states The basic assumption underlying theories of balance

is that people tend to organize their perceptions of things

in consistent &nd comfortable ways,f (Taylor, p. 11) It is

consistent th expect that someone who is superior to another
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will perform a nwa talA better than that other per Xt is

uncomfortable to discover; howaver, that the person who in

thought to b, inferior actually acts a » if he were superior

on thof now tPAk.

Fr= VA* beginning work of ita Heiders to the

balanca theoriztet of toarlye there it' agreement that imbalance

producom 4 atate of tension and efforts to restore balance.

Imbalance ckn the organization of people's perceptions.

This ma :en pAople fool unc,mfortAble and they display their

discomfort by sivAteing torsion and attempting to restore the

more plosant situati,:m of balAnce. Hider statese "'where

balance does rot rvxi$te tho situation will tend to change

in the direction of balanco.n tHeidere p. 207)

Zolditche Bergar and Cohen explain that,

ter "baleAnce property* wo mean that balanced
ntructuros are stabLee while in imbalanced
structures there is tension and pressure to
change in tho direction. of balance.

(Zelditche Berger and Cohen, p. 272)

Festinger formulator; imbalance as "dissonance" and believes

that people have a °need" t.:!, roduce diasonance whenever it

occurs. Osgood tn.d Tannenbaum use the term "incongruence

to ftscrtht imbalanc.e. They prodict tai t;? "Condition% of
A

incongruence are Inst/thie ar,dtre th,saefore likely to change,

whereas conditions of congmoncrt are oot.v (Wwlorep. 43
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In his review of Balance Theory, Taylor concludes

. an assumption underlying all varieties
of Balance Theory is that people will always
want to reduce tension. It is pc,sited that
if high tension is produced by imbalance, then
changes toward b. ,lance will occur and reduce
the tension, since low tension is more desira-
ble than high tension, iTaylor, p. 43)

16

alrAliSliWthoses

Baiance theorists agree that imbalance produces tension

and attempts to restore bal*ncv. There is little agreement

and much uncertainty, however', about the specific conse-

quences of tension and the specific Ways in which people will

attempt to restore balance. Those weaknesses of the theory,

though in some respects distppointing, allow one a great deal

of freedom in devel,cTing hypc,theses to predict the conse-

quences of tension and the techniques subjects will noe in

atempting to restore balance.

One way to measure tension is by the number of tension

relearning behaviors on thepart of group members. Since im-

balance produces tension, the first hypothesis predicts that

there will be more release of tension acts in groups where a

black subject is the most alsertive ;s~ ember than in groups

where white is the most a4sertive member.

Hypothesis 1. There will be more release of tension
acts in groups in which the most assertive member ie
black hti in groups in which the most assertive
member is white.

r.0 r-

4:4
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As th* source of imbalance and therefor* the source

of tension, the as block may not be very well accepted

by his fellow members. According to balance theorists, people

do not like tension, Asauming group members tre aware of the

person responsible for the tension in the group, they may

feel hostile toward him. Th* semnd hypothesis predicts

that ono of the con'seaque scez of tension within the group is

that assertive blacks will not bo as uell liked es assertive

whites.

Hypothesis 2, Black @ubjects who are the most
asmrtive team membern will not be as well liked
by their group membsrs so will white subjects
who art the most as members in their group.

If tension is an unpleasant otatee grope in which

there is a lot of tension will not be as uch fun to partici-

pate in as groups in which there is very little tension. Thos

third hypothesis pro dicts thtt msbera in group* when Whites

are th most assertive memblra will =joy participating ill

the gams more than errs in groups') where blacks are the

most assertive members

Hypothesis 3. tiftmbars in groups where whites are
the most assertive mrombewwiII onjoy participating
in the group task more than m mbtsrs in groups where
blzdts are the most assertive members.

The'next two hypotheses concern tachniques possibly

employed in an attempt to restore balanc* within groups in

which a black subject is them most oisertive team member.

26



There s scot to be two obvious ways for mombero in thesis
groups to attempt to restoro balance. Ono way £r to attempt
to reduce the influence of the assertive black .day disagreeing
with his suggestions and thor x, forn mating it difficult for
him to get his way. If thin technique is attomptod by White
group member, and ha iw oucm3nftl,

hu,'mc.* ttill be establishod.
The fourth hypothesis preclictn that oazoxtivc3 blacks will
receive more negative behavior Zrvm whlto group members than
will assertive whit'

Hypothesis 4. Blstlk smbjecto who are the tbetuostassertive membero it thoi:r grog pl will receivemore negative behavior !r:orl vhitn group membersthan will white subjectc ho nro thm mat, as-sertive membero in thoir grourp.

Because of the predicted hi her i'acidence of negative
behavior toward blacks, it im likely that there will be more
blacks who attempt to become assortiva eald &Ali than whites.
"Attempted assert ion'' can bo defined by the numbsr of unique
suggestions a group member m.6kme during the game. If a group
member makes as many or moro unique sugsestions ao the most
as group member, he will ba connidtmd to have
atte4pted to becom- the Ott eotori:ivo =nbor.

Hypothesis 42 ara black group mgmbors willattempt to become mho moot momrtivc1 =mbar intheir group, and fail, Ultm. white. group nembers.
The second way balance may b obtAirsd icy by refusing

to recognize that an imbalano* nxiota, If voup members
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refuse to perceive that the most infine.Ntial member of their

group is blaclt:, they will not potreetive that there is imbalance

in the group. If they are unaware of the imbalance in the

status structure of thtb group, they xhould riot feel tension.

They could spare thortwelvex the discomfort of t nsion by die

torting thsir perceptions (); reality.

As Roger Brown, in hic is of "the Staanto

Model* points out, ". . thinking is neceneary to maX* Los-

balance into disc quilibrium. cnn. the~ fore, restore

equilibrium by ceasing to thinX about the matter in question."

(Roger Brown, p. 579 Similarly, Itogan And Tairluiri maintain

that,

. s the number of subjectivtily balanced
structures occur more. frequently than
objectively balanced arms, suggeating that
people will frequently distort reality in
ekhibiting a preference for balanced stmtes."
(Taylor, p. 99)

One way to determin e if subjects to this study are

"ceasing to think 4,6bout the matter in question" or "dis-

torting reality" is to examine the evaluati*ons group members

make of one another. If grou p. mmbers art uming this avoid-

ance strategy, one would expoct black& to receive lower

evaluations from their group members than assertive whites.

Hypothesis 5. Members of groups in which the
most assertive memb.4r black will less often
evaluate the most elosertive membor as having
the best Idet in the group, eloinl the most to

28
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guide and direct the group, and being the
overall leader of the group, than wilI
members in which the most assoixtive member
is white.

In order to generate pcedictions concerning the differ-

ences between the assertion styles of black and white subjects

i41 these groups, one must compara thm differences in group

situations that the assortive subjoctn face. The situation

of the assertive blacic. IN predicted to contain more tension

than that o the assertive hit (gyp. 1) As the source of

tension, the assertive 'black is predicted to have less chalice

of being well-liked than the asaertiv white. (Hyp. 2) More

over, the assertive black's teammates are less likely to

enjoy the group task than are the t mmatem of the assertive

white: (Hyp. 3) In being assextive, the black subject

creates an unpleasant mitaation for hi4 group and they key

react to him with some hostility. Assertive blacks will

probably have a more difficult time gaining influence in the

group than will assertive whites because more negative re-

marks will be directed toward them. (Hyp. 4 and Hyp 4A)

Finally, assertIve blacks may go unrecognized am valuable

team members. (Hyp. 5)

In short, the situation of the amsertive black is

predicted to contain more tension; has tAlity and opposition

than that of the Assertive white0 The assertive black, must

be able to handle these intornal problems within his group.
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His ability to lead the group to succeNsful complotion of

the task will involve his OUCC66$ in coping with the tension,

hostility and opposition he encountero. 11'e will be forced

into playing a scci-emotional an lePtll a. t. An instrumental role.

That is. he muut not only direct hi4 attention to the task

(instrumental) , but he mult also tutIngo the emotions in the

group which may interfere with, maintaining hits assertiy

position (soc'io-motional). In /:1 summa y of mmall group re-

search, Sidney Verba explains the predicted problem of the

assertive black

Insofar as the negstivo ruction of the

followers redo o* tho extent to which they

accept tho instriamental diractivv* of the

leader or the extent tc which the leadekETis

motivated to undertakn such ix strmanntal di-

rectives, the leader will 1 forced to con-

centrate more and more on the so,2io-emottoitoil

aspect of group interaction lAnd igmre the

instrumntal.
(Sidney Verbs;, p. 158)

Hypothesis 6 predicts that the bohavioral outcomes

og the different situations felood by ossortive blacks and

assertive whits b& Initiation of differing proportions

of soio-emotional pctGT with M,adk zcsortivas initiating

a largerplaoportion of .socio-f,motioniA.1 actn than white

assertives.

Hypothesis 6. B140; 44ubjfitcts who' are the ricmit

assertive ,mow e: in their groups will display

more socio-emotional behavior then white oubjects

who 'are the moot aseartivo rembers in their

groups»
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ateS.t.t..,SLUME111.4.S.1411kaittS.P.D.BUStatEt.64.,
There were three conditions in the experimont. In

one condition blacks learmed how to buiad a raetio and taught

two staff members to assemble it. xpectation Training in

this condition was confined to treating black Aubjects' expec
tations for themselves. In thn other two conditions, black

subjects leFkrned how to .use able the radio and taught their
future teammates, the two white 9roup me re in the gam*

task, how to put the radio together. In these conditions

expectations of both black and whito subjects for the black

teammates were treated,

The investigator predicted that the hypotheses would
be upheld in the -condition her only black subjects' expec-
tations wore treated. In this condition, talo white subjects
had only the diffuse status characteristic as n basis for

forming expectationm about their black teammates. Treatment
of both black and white expumations should reduce the power
of the diffuse status oharact6ristic as btu is for forming

expectations for plrformance on the gams task because it

introduces to all, group members another basis upon which to
form expectations for the bl4ck teammates The diffuse status

characteristic for blacks is negative and the two related
pecific performance characteriatics, assigned thrcagh

Sxpectstion Trnining, are positive. White subjects have to
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less consistent basis for forming their expectations toward

their black teammates in the conditions where thoso black

teammates have demonstrated competence tul builders and

teachers of a ratdi,o set, than in the condition where they had

no previous contact with the black group =levers. The above

hypotheses should, therefore, bl comiwhat weakened in the two

conditions where Expectation Training treated expectations

of both black and white olzbjecto for blAck performance.

The investigator di$4cussed the lacIt of :educational

research concerning the subjective area of intfalgration and

the reactions cf whites in integrated antting9. Xnowledge

about these topics in considored important to producing

successfully integrated clasnrcomq, bacause of the possibility

that black students may be nubjoct*d to "social threat"

situation which would lower their Paccidemic ptfrformance.

In this study specific indices o °nocial threat"

behavior and attitudes will be c::taminet.1 in an experimental

setting. The indices ct". "social threlit" ores low feelings

of affect toward black assertivoz, zubatantiza amount of

negative behavior directed toward black rissertives, and low

evaluations of the black Assortivo's contribution to the task.

The subjective factor of the motional climate in the group
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will also be investigated. Specifically, the enjoyment and

tension level of subjects participating in a game will be

analysed.

It is predicted that black assortives will be subjected

to °social threat' by their white teammates; the emotional

climate of their groups will be tensa and unpleasant. The

sixth hypotheses predicts that black assertive. will respond

to this situation by increasing their socio-mmotional be-

havior as they grapple with the tension and hostility in

their groups. The increased attention to non-task factors

within the group suggests that a "social threat" situation

will force the black child to expend his efforts maintaining

good relations with whites, rather than performing a task to

the best of his ability. The.implication of these predictions

is that competent behavior on the part of blacks in inte-

grated situations produces hostility and unfriendliness on

the part of whites. Blacks respond to this negative behavior

and attitudes by behaving et if the successful resolution of

emotional strain in their group were more important than the

stegliesful completion of tha task.



Chapter Xi

PROCBDVRE

The purpos of this study wau to investi9ate

assertive behavior and responsoo to Assertive behtvior. Th*

overall purpose of Cohon's otudy was to change a status

ordering that emerged on a verbal group docision tasU. The

emerging status ordering is soQn as a function of a diffuee

status Characteristic. In this CA%4 the VICO of the partici-

pants wax the diffusechar cteristic.

In order for a status characteristic to be activated,

five conditions wust be met.

1. Members perform the task, T, which is valued and
collective and in which some outcomes are viewed
as successes and °there .ns ftiluros.

2. A characteristic, C is instrumental to P with
ono state of C viewed as in9triamerntal to
success and positively' evaivated and another
sutra of C viewed az inetrumental to failure
and negatively iwaluatod.

3. No on has pruviougly assignsd stgtea of C to
himself or othazs.

4. SOMA Aemberfi of the grotlp possess rnle state of
the diffuse status characteristic and others
possese another stato.

25
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5. The diffuse status chtracteristic ix the
only social bats for discriminating among
the different witmbers.

(Berger, Cohen and Zelditch, 1966)

The task and subjects were Aielected to meet the scope

cOnditions of theory. Members in each group wet r.. carefully

matched on a numboJr of criteria and drywn from different

neighborhoods t© inzure they had no prior contact with on

another. Thus, race wold bo th u, only diffuse status charac-

teristic upon which group m'ambern could form prior expectations.

The task originated in earlier research on. this project. of

of the subjects had previoua experience playing the game and

thus had no wAy o .n owing who would play the game well 44nd

who would play the game poorly. (E. G. Cohen, 1970) $Ubjects

were committed to winning the game and had to reach consensus

for each move on the game board. When askAtd how °important°

it was for them to °win" the game, over 95 percent of both

his is and white subjects sald it was "very important,'

'important" or 5omewhat is Ukppemdix3

Poet Meeting Interview)

SE:LECT/QN OF smmeTs

The sample is compoeed of black and white junior

high school boys who we, re drawn-, from areas between Mountain

View, California, tc the solth and San Mateo, C4tlifornia, to
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the north. The rield Adminfm.strator of the Expectation

Training II project gained permission from a number of

principals and superintendent*
within this area to distribute

Pecruitment Ouestionnaires to 6tbo 7th, Oth and 9th grad*

boy-s, (Appendix A. Recruitment Questionnaire). The boys con-

sidered for the sample were the on who mailed the Question-

naires back to the project in self-addressed, postag paid

envelopes.

Recruitment. Questicanaires were scored by ,off mso-

bars on the following ztriteriaz attitudes toward school,

aspirations for further eduation, previous experience with

building a radio, age, height, race, parental spducation and

parental occupation The purpose of the questionnaire was to

eliminate boys visibly shabbier than others or,boys who use

very sophisticated language. No children of professionals

were included. Parents filled out the items on parental edu-

cation and occupation. (See Appendix Bi Rules for Scoring

Recruitm nt Questionnaire) Boys who had experienco building

a crystal set or a tran9istor radio set were eliminated from

the sample pool. iT,11 group was composed of two black and

two white subjects. They wens matched on the above criteria.

Tn addition, they were asked if they had any previous contact

with any members of the group to which they were to be

assigned. It was usually possible to select four boys from

different schools, and often from different communities.
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The task in thia study has been used in thr** previous

experiments. it is a game of strat gy called

played on a wooden game board. The object ,7f the game Is to

accumulate as many points as potasible on the board and to

reach the goal within fourteen turns. Before each turn the

group members mat decide which path to take. Each apace has
a number value which is either positive or negative. The
group charts a path frn: six siguares and the cost Experimenter

rolls a die to determine which of the six squares will be

added to the group score, (Appendix F, Game Board) .

According to the scope conditions of the theory of .

Diffuse Statue Characteristics, the task must be "valued" and

collective." A t'vaolued" task has some outcomes which are ".

.considered a success and others are conaider4;:d failure,', , .

(Berger, Cohen and Zel4itch, 1966, p.. 34). Lohman . poLnts
out ". , there is a considerable chance element that

determines auccesA or failure for the group decision, 4 *

(Lohman, p. 30.) Hovever, in the first study using this task,

over two-thirds of the subjects reported that. tine game re-
quired as much or more skill than luck in performing success-

fully on the task. tthman explainathat ". . . the skill in

this task appears to be. the ability to choose a path with a
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high likelihood of succese or the group and to defend the

path against other alternative suggestions that could be made,

.* (Lohman. p. 30).

The instructions to the game were recorded on tape by

the Host Experimenter. 10.0.:e playing the tape, he undersl:ores

the recorded instructions by pointing out, different paths and

numbers on the game board. The taped instructions very

clearly state that ill decisions Are to be made as a team

After the tape is over the Host Experimenter repeats the

importance of ell group members working together to make

their decisions and asks the "who is to make the decision?"

Unles3 they all reply, all of us' or "we work as a team" or

other responses indicating that they realize the task is

collective, the Host Experinsnter repeats that all decisions

.
must be made together.

To summarize, the task has three important features.

First, the task is collective, requiring fourteen separate

group decisic)ns. Second, the task generates considerable dis-

cussion and interest among the pa ticipants in their attempt

to yin, Le.f it is valued ird, the talA is ambiguous.

Rationally? there it no best path to be found by anyone, except

a sophisticated statisticial. The ambiguity of the task

important -because 'it alloWs for several alternative suggestions.

It is during the alternative r$solving process that a power and

.
prestige order emerges.
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EXPERIMENTAL ZWVIRONMENT

Host of the groups were run in classrooms of sdhoole
located on the San FrainCisco Peninsula; a few were run in enold house at Stanford

University. Students were given trans,*
portation to and from the testing site, The field staff woo
integrated and they Host Experimenter was from the Philippines,Me was selected because of his appearance and accent which
eluded stereotyping as black or White. His 'neutrality" pre-vented any uninteaded advantage *o gro4i memberp who would bethe same race as a black or white Host Experimenter. The
Director of the Fi d Staff was black. The Trainer was a
young black college student and the staff member in chargeof contacting and transporting the subjects was White,

Depending on the ccndition being rune groups took
from- one and a half to three hours. Subjects were paid 41.50per hour for participation in the experiment.

XXPnRIMENTAL PROCEDURE

I. 71 7 evelilms_c57tt
petw*Km Sukistst.s

It WAS important to pre vent subjects from making
evaluations of each other prior to the experiment. In ordor
to ensure that no prior co act occurred which could servo
as the basis for forming individual expectations, several
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precautions were taken by the staff. When it was necessary

to drive more than one youngster at a time to the field site,

the radio was turned on rather :loudly to .nhibit conversation

from being initiated. Further, one subject would ride in the

back seat and one in front. Occaelonally, subjects had to

wait a few minutes before participating in the experiment.

They always sat in a separate room which was oupervised by a

staff member, Additionally, view masters and comic books

were provided to occupy them at those times.

II. Dellstiati2npf22114:tions

The experiment, Expectetion Training II, consisted

of three conditions, In the first condition only the expec-

tations of black subjects were treateel. This condition is

referred to in the text as the Black Expectation Condition

and in the tables as Condition A. In the second condition,

both black and white subjects' expectationo were treated, but

relevance was notestablished bet:men the :.raining task and

criterion task. This condition ic referred to in the text as

a Black and White Expectation Condition and in the tables as

Condition B. In the third condition both black and white

subjects' expectations were else) treated and relevance between

the training task and criterion task wakestablished. This

condition is referred to in the text as a Black and White
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Expectation Condition and in the tables as Condition C. The

57 four-man groups were divided equally among the three

conditions.

In all throe conditions, black subjects acquired

competence and were assLgaed "high" compet.nce on the training

task. The process of training and assigning competence is

called "Expectation Training." The following discussion

describes Expectation Training and the differences between

conditions.

A. Acquisition of Competence on Two
Performance Characteristics

The two black subjects in each group were taught to

build a two-transistor radio :iet and to name the components,

e.g., transistor, resistor, etc without error. The Trainer,

a black undergraduate at. Stanford, required each subject to

reach criterion on each characteristic. When criterion was

reached the subjects were individually videotaped demon-

strating putting the radio together (demonstration tapes) .

The second performance characteristic entailed

teaching another how to build the radio set. The procedure

for insuring acquisition of competence on the teaching task

was different for the slack and White Expectation Conditions

than for the BUck ExVectation Condition. In the Black and

White Expectation Conedtions, the two black subjects viewed
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a film of a black youngster their aga teaching a white peer

how to build the set. This film served 1,4. a role model for

these subjects. While viewing the film, tour characteristics

of effective teaching techniques viere highlIghted by the

trainer. These charrxteristics f.nclude: z.df-confidence,

speaking up, explaining ideas, and letting the ntudent handle

the radio parts himself, In addition, the subjects were

referred to a large poster halide the mcnitoi: which enumerated

these characteristics. FoIleving the role.rmodoling film for

the groups in the Black and White L7,:pectation Conditions, and

the filming of the demonstrtion tap;t4r1 jn the Black Expectation

Condition, the subjects. practiced teaching the construction of

the radio set with the Trainen. Whon thcly, couLZ demonstrate

competency in the four characteristics of pen effective teacher,

one subject taught the Host 2xperim?,n1-..er e71r6 latcre the other

subject taught the Trainer. In tho W.nck 14:e.p:*ctation Condition

these teaching sessions with the staff wcize inped. In the

Black and White r,xpectation Conditions thl bladi. subjects were

filmed teaching white pers to buil,t the tv:slt.

B. Assignment of "High" Cost,petenc on nerformance
Characteristics to Black Sub, ectiJ

The method employed to aosign high competence to the

black subjects was positive reinforcement for appropriate

behavior outputs. Subjects wero verbv.11y reim!orced by the
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Host Experimenter for the competent behaviors they demonstrated

on film. The black subjects were treated (assigned high com-

petence) in all conditions. The white subjects were treated

only in the Black and White Enpect7Ition Conditions, i.e.,

they were compelled to recognize and asc$ign ,A0111 comp tense

to their black "teachers." This was accomplished by the Host

Experimenter who elicited : roFn the w7liths ayrcement with his

assignment of high status to the hqac!ts.

The demonstration film wan used to reinforce verbal

self-confidence and speaking Xxi the Black 2::pectation

Condition, this was don.:; in the xcwonce o1 the trainer; in

the Black and White Expectation Conditions this was done in

the presence of the white subjects. All four t oaching

characteristics were reinforced while viewing the teaching

films.

One additional step was inoludf:Id in Condition C

(a Black and White Xxrywtation Condition) . rnfore the game

task began the two black subjects were tem ald given

a "pep talk" by the trzAner. Thoy were told that: the same

skills which served to make thou efgctivrls teachers would be

relevant to success in the gar 3 i:a3k. That j% nc aaAd,that

verbal self-confidence, spaahiug up, and erplaining one's

ideas would make them "better" toam members. A clear pre-

sentation of treatment in each condition is proFJented in

Figure 1.
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III- g101441012.C7.11.9 0 i7.2.4ion

This section presents caQti1e6 deceriptions of the

central elements of 72.xv,;ctrition i included for

readers who wish e.o do c sv.*o,dy and m:ko interested in

the mechalacs of the :;ocific tochnigues the investigators

used to alter expctationt,3.

A. Radio Task

The radio-building tanl: wAir, r,clectee; for two major

reasons. One, th,.'1 ta:let gln(:e1m211, hi

the age of our nubjects (11-14).

valvnel by boys

th tark does not imply

any specific racial expecmcy ea7:3tencl an might have

been the case if a 3p,07.;. cr muni-role.ted ta31: had braen se-

lected or ig.the t.sh had brmn ;':r: hoof related.

For a detailnd deccriotion of! dio rrt, rof*x: to

Appendices C and

B. Teaching Prod

The succeco of the f..ntpenimmt dnrindd largely on

the yotxng man who trained t% b1;:%.(11c, d=ing phase I.

The criteri.t1 relocting the Tr.-:lialr r.:na:c that he be young,

black and com7otent to chin the tLi,r.. It *.las assumed

that the b1acZ cubjecto woald feol worrt coml!ortable with a

black Trainer and would fel 114n:o iT.:22init,f with a younger

rather than an older 7,orson. 6:.Plos6ed in a casual manner--

usually levis and a Llwentshi..!7t--bolvang to diorn1 a "schml."
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atmosphere. His teaching style was quite didactic. Re ad-

justed his approach somewhat depending on the response of

the subject. The rather stern approach proved effective and

probably necessary, given the tirtic element.

The teaching strategy was fairly syJtematic. After

introducing himself and the n7,ture of th task, the Trainer

seated the subjects at a table which waH wqrtitioned by a

divider.

Subject 1 Subject 2

erlra.*sAV.ormhas,erp...a.1.'t*ND..wider

---] ....-....--- Table

He then seated himself in front of the table and proceeded

to name the components, cxplain thir function and provide

the subjects with mnemonic devices to ease identification;

e.g., "The ground wire is green like grass on the ground."

The students then practices l putting the set together

until they could name the components, explain their function

and assemble the set without erro.7:.

The Trainer discovered early that he was not pre-

paring his subjects to respond to questiono which were asked

by some white students. He then incorpo=ateet some reasoning

skills into his teaching repertoire.
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After the subjects had been filmed individually

(the demonstration film), they practiced teaching the set to

the Host Experimenter and tho The Host Experimenter

and Trainer would ask some csnestionSto give the subjects

practice in responding to a variety o.:=. questions.

In the Black and Vaite ,,,I,p.Tctaton Conditions a role-

playing film was included. The Tra4=!1: introduced the film

by saying:

Remember I said that you a., 'foing to teach
someone your age hovi to nut tetht. be radio.
You're going to do that in a few minutes.
First, we want to teael you omoll of the tech-
niques for being a good teac"nc47.

Prior to showing the film, the Li'ainer revealed the large

(2' X 3') poster with the -'our 111amcteristicn of good

teaching on it. He explained these) points in the following

manner:

1. Be self-conadent.

There in no need to lo:1 nervons. You know
how to build thf, :mdio'arid the c uy you're
going to teach doesn't. If you mzIte a
mistake, continue putting th,3 set together.
If you forget a namo, thin of any name and
use it.

2. Speak up.

Speak up to gilin .;411,.:7! mifidence of your

student. Bo a atop a7.1 earl of him at all times.
Explain befo:7e ho rsk cin3stons.

Zxplain your idas.

4 7
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Explain the functions of the parts and any-
thing that you think he only has vague
ideas about.

4. Student builds radio.

This is the most important part of your
teaching experience, Let the student do all
the work while you do all the talking. You
would not have gotten anything out of your
learning experience if I'd put the set
together. Do you think he would care if you
assemble the radio while he watches?

Following the discussion of the poster the Trainer

watched the film with the subjects highlighting evidence of

the four characteristics. Subs.4.1guent to the role-modeling

film the subjects practiced teaching with the Most

Experimenter or the Trainer as the "student."

In the Black and White Expectation Condition where

relevance was established, the Trainer established relevance

just prior to the game task by saying:

Do you remember, the techniques for being a good
teacher? ale waits for feedback from the subjects.)
The first three points are very important to you.
They are the same points that will make you a good
team member in the game you are going to play. Have
confidence in the ideas you might have. If your
ideas aren't understccdv explain them to the other
members of the team. Remember to speak up. tow
get in there and play a good game.

The Trainer worked with the subjects until they

achieved criterion and so there was some variability in

teaching time. The Black Expectation Condition lasted ap-

proximately two hours; the Black and White Expectation
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Conditions approximately t.t,Yo and one-half hours. A closeri

approximate breakdown foltows*i

1. Black subjeet;A arriv.
2. Teaching tho 45 :nitrates.
3. Filming ths dec..)5tration t1Tcs: 10 minutes.
4. Discursion c).1 !,:int:f. on pcstc anel viewing of

role-mf.)0.elin9 tz14 2

5, Subjects tcac 91..caf; 13 minutos.
6. White subject 2rrivc (Bl ci3, and White Expectation

Condition 01317)
7. Subjctc ,/jxm ,7yyDnr;t:::ation aln: 5 minutes.

Whitu subct- :cad:i.o components:
3 minutes.

9. Black subj:..ctc wit subjects: 15 minutes.
10. Subjk:,ets tf ,ach:.ng 15 minutes.
11. Radio invieci; :Anutr:s.
12. Establishmn;:. c.); :.cicuLuc: 3 minutes.
13. White;) Jubinctr: (Dizck ENp*ctation

Condition only).
14. Game tas: m:1Atten.
15. Porat-gme quostitnIvIiro and rzymcnt of

subjectr4t 10 Itinttco.

steps 4 rnd 12 cnItt,!.')d Bxpectation
Condition '(Condition (A) Stop 12 omitted for Condition B
(Black and White Exp::!can C.ontltion).

Role Modeling

In the previous ;cporintti it .,at. observed that the

skills which facilitatcrA g..7:-plaving behavior

were not lacitina in tho b:3.ach r0,)cts but rather were not

being utilized in aeon -to-2ace mcounte:cc with white subjects.

To effectuate thi._ b,:thavioz ye t::cluded :role-modeling as a

part of the treatment in 4.7:01:1. and White Expectation

Conditions.
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Lohman (1970) found that role modeling is an

effective technique for producing specific behavior outcomes
in a bi-racial setting. While role-modeling is not an ap-
propriate technique for individuals with a behavior deficits
it is appropriate for modifying z p rformaace deficit.

The black role model which was selected demonstrated
high competency in the four teaching characteristics outlined
earlier. He named the componente and eltplained their func-
tions without hesitation. He assumed a role of "teacher"
and remained in command throughout the demonstration. Once
he gave the white "student" a direction, tho black model
patiently waited until the requested behavior was completed
and then he reinforced him if he was correct or pointed out
the error if he responded incorrectly.

The white role model was very acquiescent: he said
nothing throughout the film but tereained attentive. This
served to highlight the statue space betwnen the two.

By viewing the film the blac1;. su,)jecte were able to
see a black behaving very seceesefully and authoritatively
vis-g-vis a white fellow. 7.t. was evident the role-modeling
film was an effective teaching technique, el, there was con-
siderable stylistic transfer fnem t'he bshevior of the film
model to the performance of the bleck sub3eets.

r:0
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D. Reinforcement

The purpose of .the Expectation Training was to train

the black subjects to a satisfactory level of competence on

building and teaching the radio set and to insure that the

black subjects and the white subjects perceived this com-

petence. Positive reinforcement was used to facilitate both

goals. It was used to increari the probability that the

actor would repeat taraet behaviors, e.g., speaking up as

well as to increase the probability that the white subjects

would verbalize their perceptions of competency on the part

of the blacks. In accordance with reinforcement theory, the

Host Experimenter and Trainer attempted to make the behavior

emittance and the reinforcement as contiguous as possible.

The films were especially useful as the behaviors were

clearly evident during replay and reinforcement could easily

follow them directly.

The use of reinforcement was specific. The behaviors

that were reinforced had to be of at least criterion level;

and clearly perceivable as such by both the actor and the

observer.

The Host Experimenter reinfoyced the black subjects.

Being a Filipino with a rather clipped accent, one could not

automatically expect that his evaluation could be weighted

along black-white racial lines. He was selected for his gentle,
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sincere manner. He was able to communicate a genuinely

positive assessment.

Typical comments by the Hoot Expen'iment.er to the

subjects were: "You seem to kno,:, all about the radio, Jack.

You did not hesitate naming the nctrt9 ?..tnd you explained your-

self as a real teacher." "You speak oo cler:trly. I can

really hear you we)..."

To the whites he would say ou::e Imos 4ollat he'o doing,

doesn't he?" (Elicits positive r-.?sponse fron white subject.)

There were two bpecifie ?:or' reinforcement,

One took olace durinq the viewing of the video to showing

black subjects buildin 1 the radio. The other accomparnied the

video tape of black sl,bjectzporminq as t:tache-s

E. Whites Try to Put Set Together Alone

Prior to being taught to bui16, rc.!dio, the white

subjects were permitted to view the disa4s4=bled set and

encouraged to put , togethE;r, 4; they c,;-:.tld. When the

Trainer felt it was clear to the whites that they could not

assemble the set (usually after 2 3 minutes) the black

subjects were t;rought into the e.xp.,,Ifiental room and the

Host Experimenter introduced the .-..ublecti3 to one another.

He then explained 7.hat the bia.ck .Ful:;jocts had just partici-

pated in a training progrm and would teach them how t,,

assemble the radio

5 2
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F. Radio Interview

Following the teaching sessions and the viewing of

the teaching films, each subject in the Black and White

Expectation Conditions was interviewed, (see Radio Interview,

Appendix E). The purpose of the interview was twofold:

(1) to take a measure just following the manipulation of the

perception of black competence by white and black subjects;

(2) assuming that the whites would record the perceptionA

of the blacks as competent, the act of filling out the

questionnaire would emphasize the status of the blacks. Thus

through a reinforcement program, the blacks clearly viewed

themselves as "high status," and the whites were compelled

to recognize this high status.

In the interview, over 95 percent of the black sub-

jects reported that they knew more than the white students

about building the radio. Only one of the seventy - -six white

subjects reported that he felt he could have put the set

together without th black subject's assistance. All the

other white subjects reported that they needed their black

teacher's help in putting the radio set together.

G. Teacher-Student Interaction

One rather outstanaing result. of the Expectation

Training was the ':acility with which the black subject

assumed "traditional" teacher roles and with which the white
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subjects assumed "traditional" student roles. Perhaps this

points to consistency in teacher behavior in the classroom

as well as to the strength of the role-modeling film. The

"teachers" were always in command of the interaction during

the teaching phase and there were vrtually no attempts by

the white subjects to co-opt the authority of their teacher.

The teacher behaved in a very tasl';-orionted manner and rein-

forced appropriate behavior periodically. The whites were

generally acquiescent and attenLive and celdom spoke at all.

They appeared anxious to pug. the radio together correctly.

Of the 114 black subjects who received training in

building the radio set and teaching hew to build it all

were able to build the set and instruct another in doing so.

Two subjects evidenced difficulty in speaking the names of

the parts, but were able to te',tIclit nonverbally. Considering

that subjects were not selected on any aptitude or ability

measures, this is a finding of intere3t.

IV. The Game Task

To insure a random seating pattern for the group

members, each subject drew card from a shuffled deck with

a number on it. They were seated at a small card table in

the order determined by the draws At this point each sub-

ject received a name tag which he wore across his chest. It

was thought that knowing one another's name might facilitate
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interaction during the game.
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The instructions to the game rtre then played on a

tape recorder. Tha recording was made by the Host Experimenter.

After the recording the Host Experimenter repeats the major

Points and asks if there are any questions. A poster with

the four main rules of the game is placed within viewing

distance of the subjects. The procedure during the game

differed from that of previous experiments in this respect.

Formerly the Host Experimenter controlled the chain used to

trace the selected path. In this experiment the chain was

planed in the center of the game board and one of the group

members was free to pick it up and mark the path himself.

Some subjects attempted to control the grvap's decision by

grabbing the chain every move and charting the path, and this

was scored as a nonverbal act in tho ,;ocio-emotional

category system.

The game usually lasted about twenty minutes.

Occasionally groups who would ruanh the goal in less than
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fourteen turns would finish the game in ten minutes; other

groups might take up to thirty minutes.

DATA COLLECTION

Four observers scared interaction frets video tapes

of groups playing the game. Two observers, one black and one

white, scored task-related interaction and an influence

measure. Two other observers, also one white and one black,

scored socio-emotional behavior and "Observer Evaluations."

Observers watched each turn at least three times before going

on to the next turn of the game. In groups where the inter-

action was particularly lively, observers watched each turn

as often as five times. The use of video tapes made it

possible to turn the tape back to any part of the interaction

which they had trouble scoring, and watch it again. Observers

were females who lived in graduate student housing on the

Stanford Campus. They scored the video tapes on the equipment

brought from the field s3tes every eveninc2 and on weekends.

Observation of Task-Orientod Acts

Each subject's verbal responses were recorded in four

categories (Type of Act): performance outputs, action

opportunities, positive evaluations, and negative evaluations.

In addition to this categorization, the scoring system re-

quires designation of the person making the response
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(Initiator) and the person to whom the response was directed

(Recipient). For a description of Type Act and rules for

scoring see Observers Manual. (Appendix G, Observers Manual I).

II. Influence Measure

The influence measure consists of two parts: unique

suggestions and paths followed. Unique suggestions are scored

every time a subject explicitly proposes a path or overall

strategy to the group. Both verbal and non-verbal behavior

is scored. Paths followed were scor'7!d each time the group

actually followed the subject's unique suggestion as its group

path. Paths followed was the main indicator of influence.

III. Observation of Socio-Emotional Acts

A socio-emotional act was defined as a "single con-

tinuous speech, expletive or gesture of Pn individual which

is effectively charged or has affective consequences."

Verbal and non-verbal acts were scored in four categories.

"Group Solidarity," "Release of Tension," "Raising Status"

and "Lowering Status." Observers scored the initiator of

"Group Solidarity" and "Release of Tension" acts. They

scored both the initiator and recipient of "Raising Status"

and "Lowering Status" aets For a description of the category

system, (definitions and examples) see Observers Manual 2.
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(Appendix H) The investigator is indebted to Robert Bales

whose work, Interaction Processes Ans_LL, provided many

ideas which were incorporated in the Observers Manual 2.

IV. Observer Evaluations

Observers who score socio-emotional behavior also

fill out an Observer Evaluation form. This form requests

observers to make evaluations of the contributions of group

members to the task and to describe the interaction between

the observer and the leader. Observers rank order group

members on the criteria of contribution of best ideas and

amount of guidance each subject contributed in the game.

They select one group member as being the overall group leader.

Observers are asked to circle one of four categories

which best describes the amount of resistance faced by the

leader. They also circle one of four categories which best

describes the type of resistance the leader faced. Finally

observers circle one, two or three categories which describe

the way in which the leader dealt with resistance to him.

(Observers Evaluations, Appendix I).

V. Inter-Observer Reliability

Observation of Task-Related Acts: Inter-observer

reliability checks were made on the basisnof independent

scorings of the same groups by two observers. Total
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initiation scores of task acts for the subjects in a given

group were compared across observers on the basis of a chi

square statistic. At the end of training the observers' data

yielded a chi square of .60, df=3. The probability that this

difference occurred by chance is estimated tobe above .85.

Randomly selected checks over the course of the scoring period

all yielded probabilities above ,85 that the disagreement

between observers was due to chance.

Observation of Socio-emotional Acts: Inter-observer

reliability checks were also made on the basis of independent

scoring of the same group for the two observers. Total

initiation scores of socio-emotional acts for the subjects

in a group were compared, using the chi square statistic.

Observers were trained until they reached a criterion level

of at least .20. Random reliability checks were taken after

this point. The reliability of observern scoring socio-

emotional acts ranged between .43 and .9S. Most of the

reliability scores were above .90.

VI. Post Meeting Interview

The Post Meeting Questionnaire was divided into

several parts. First, each staff member read six different

degrees representing the relative importance or unimportance

of winning the game. The subject was asked which degree best

described his feelings about winning the game. Second, the
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subjects were shown a diagram illustrating the seating

position of the team. They were asked to rank order the

team members, including himself, on contribution of best ideas,

guidance, and overall leader. He was then asked to rank order

his three teammates according to how much he liked and how

much he disliked them. Next the staff members read five

degrees of enjoyment or lack of enjoyment while playing the

game. The subject wasasked which of the degrees best de-

scribed his feelings while playing the game. They were also

asked if anything made them angry during the game and if he

ever felt at a disadvantage during the study. Finally, the

subjects were asked if they would consider participating in

another study and if they had any comments to make concerning

their experience with the study. (Appendix J)



Chapter III

4

RESULTS

Introduction

This study uses data obtained from the task inter-

action as well as data obtained from the socio-emotional

interaction observed in each group. Since these groups were

instructed to be "task-oriented" it is not surprising that

a higher percentage of the total interaction was task-

related than socio-emotional. Statistical significance is

reported only when P < .05. except on Tables 5 and 7 when

P <.10

TA"," 1

Frequency and Proportion of All Acts Scored
Classified as Task-Related or Socio-Emotional

for Three Treatments

Condition
Task-Related Socio-Emotional

1111,.
Number

2164 37.2

2068 43.1

1799 37.5

6031 39.4

52

61

....smay.f.a.1.1.1.1.1101.0Ws

Number

1283

1565

1080

3928
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The above table shows that the condition in which the

highest percentage of socio-emotional acts took place was

in Condition B, the Non-Relevance, Black and White. Expectation

Condition.

Strictly speaking, the two classi_ications of "task"

and"socio-emotional" are not mutually exclusive. Because

these groups were so "task-oriented," almost all of the inter-

action was concerned with the task in some way. The socio-

emotional categories do encompass some acts exclusively

"process" oriented as opposed to "task-oriented" as well as

some task acts with socio-emotional qualities. For example

there was little double scoring of "Release of Tension" acts.

These acts clearly did not fall into any of the four task

categories. The "Raising and Lowering Status" categories

encompassed some acts which were scored by the observers

scoring task interaction. For example, if one subject asked

another, "Do you agree?", it was scored as an "Action

Opportunity" by task observers and a "Raising Status" act

by observers scoring socio-emotional acts. There was also

some double scoring of evaluative acts. Although the ob-

servers scoring socio-emotional interaction were limited to

those acts which specifically included personal reference

to the initiator, these acts 'were also scored in the "Positive"

or "Negative" categories. For example, "James is right,"
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was scored as a "Raising Status" remark in the socio-

emotional scoring system, and as a 'Positive" act in the task-
related interaction system, "You guys really messed up," was
scored as a "Lowering Status" remark in one system, and a

"Negative" act in the other. The investig:tor recognizes
double scoring as a problem in compering task interaction
with socio-emotional interaction, but the alternative of

limiting the definitions of socio-emotional categories to
strictly non-task remarks would have reduced the number of

socio-emotional acts so drastically, that any kind of an

analysis would have been impossible.

The socio-emotional life of these groups varied in
both quantity and quality of socio-emotional acts. At one end
of the spectrum were relatively serious groups whose members
seemed engaged in the task on an intellectual level, but
showed little joy or dismay at the results of the roll of the
die. At the other end of the spectrum were groups composed
of boys who could barely stay in their seats for excitement.
They moaned and banged their heads on the table if they lost
points, and cheered if they gained points.

There were some members of groups who seemed espe-
cially sensitive to bringing a quiet member into the action,
and in other groups, members were careful to congratulate a

"good idea." "Raising Status" remarks were much more common
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than "Lowering Status" remarks. There was one group, how-

ever, in which the members practically wrestled with one

another for control of the chain which marked the path on the

game board. The feeling of belonging to a group and working

together on the task was apparent in the many instances of

"Group Solidarity" acts. The pronoun "we" was more common

than "I" and comments such as, "We'rr). really doing good,"

or "We're gain' to make it," occurred often.

In some groups, Ithere was one member, usually the

assertive, who was particularly ekillful in using a variety

of socio-emotional techniques to get his way, He invariably

controlled the chain and marked the path to be followed on

the game board (scored as "Raising Own tftatus"), He often

had few qualms about pushing other members' arms off the

board to prevent competition to hie idea, (scored as "Lowering

Status") . At the same time, he was clever, enough to verbalize

all of his ideas in the pletral pronoun, 11 ,e" saying, "We

better get to the goal," or "We changed our minds," (scored

as "Group Solidarity"). He reinforced group members who went

along with him ("Raising Status") and chastised those who

disagreed, ("Lowering Status").

The clinical impression of thr investigator was, and

is, that most of these very skilled socio-emotional team

members were black. The data, however, do not confirm that
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impression. The following table presents the proportion of
all acts scored in a given group that are classified as socio-
emotional and assigned to black vnd white oubjects. A mean
percentage was calculated for each race, for all the groups
in each condition.

TABLE 2

Mean Percentage of All Act;; ScoredClassified as Socio-Emotional:
By Race for Three Treatments

Condition

r--
'..""an..". 4.

f

Mean Percentage

Black
White

A
32.6

36.3
B

38.8
3'7.3

34.6
36.7

A + B C
35.3

36.8
NNW

Note.--n 38 for each race in oach condition;n 114 for each race when conditions arecombined.

The mean percentage figure for all black subjects is
indistinguishable from that for white subjects. Even when
the analysis is restricted to "assertives," the blacks have
a mean percentage of socioemotional acts a mere two percen-
tage points higher than that for white assertives. (Table 18)
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The next section presents the theoretical background,

indices of measurement and results, across all conditions,

for each hypothesis. The final section presents the analysis

of the data broken down by conditions.

Results Across All Conditions

Hypothesis 1. There will be more "Release of Tension" acts
in groups in which the most assertive member is black than
in groups in which the most assertive member is white.

Theoretical Background:

Black assertives are imbalanced units in every con-

dition. Their state of the diffuse status characteristic

(black) is negatively evaluated, and their performance in the

game is positively evaluated (high initiation and influence).

Balance theorists agree that imbalance produces tension. It

is, therefore, predicted that groups where a black member is

assertive will be more tense than groups where a white is

assertive.

Measurement of "Release of Tension":

Tension is measured by a socio-emotional category,

"Release of Tension' (RT) (Appendix H, Observer's Manual #2)

The effect of the race of the assertive member and all group

members on the number of "RT" acts in each group was invest! --

gated. The total number of "RT" acts in groups where blacks

were assertive was compared to the total number of "RT" acts

G
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in groups where whites were assertive, To determine if white

subjects release more or 1,Bss tension than black subjects in

the same groups, the percent of "RT" acts attributable to each

individual in his group by his race and the race of the

assertive was also investigated. That is, ..,lark and white sub-

jects in groups where a black was assertive were compared

with one another and black and white subjects in groups where

a white was assertive were compared with one another. The

Randomization Test for Two Independent Sampl()s was used to

test significance.

Results:

The results are the reverse of the prediction.

Groups in which black are assertive release 15.s tension than

groups in which whites are assertive, although the difference

is not statistically significant.

A further analysis investigated " release of Tension"

acts by race of subjects in groups where a black member was

assertive. The proportion of "Release of Tension" acts

attributable to each individual in their group was computed.

The percentage of "RT" for each black and each white group

member was obtained by dividing the total number of "RT"

acts in the group into the number of "RT" acts that indi-

vidual initiated. The mean proportion was similar for black



TABLE 3

Mean Number of Release of Tension Acts in Groups:
By Race of Assertive

1...1

59

Race of Assertive Mean Number

Black

White

20.9

27.6

Note.--n = 24 black assertives; n = 33 white assertives

and white subjects in groups where a black was assertive.

However, in groups where whites were assertive, white subjects

released more tension than black subjects. The difference is

significant at the .05 level.

TABLE 4

Mean Percentage of Release of Tension Acts:
By Race of Assertive and Race of Subjects

Race of Assertive

Black

White

Race of Subject Mean % of RT Acts

* p < .05

..nor....
Black

White

Black

White

68

24.7

24.8

19.4*

22.3*
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Hypothesis 2. Black subjects who are the most assertive team
members will not be as well liked by their group members as
will white subjects who are the most assertive members in
their group.

Theoretical Background:

Hypothesis 2 was derived from Hypochesis 1. Hypothesis

1 predicted that group members of black assertives would feel

moreitension than team members of white ascextives. The black

assertive, as an imbalanced unit, Was seen as the source of

tension. It was assumed that team members. would recognize

the black assertive as the source of tension, resent him for

generating the tension, and express their resentment by

disliking him. Since Hypothesis I was not upheld, there is

no basis for the prediction made in Hypothesis 2.

Measurement of Affect:

Degree of Affect was operationally defined as the

rank order position given to the assertive by his team member

when he ranked all team members on how mud: he liked them.

Each subject was asked to rank order his team members, either

1, 2, or 3 representing his feelings of liking for them.

The group member he liked the most was to be ranked in position

number 1, the next most, position number 2, and the least,

position number 3. The Chi Square test was used to test

significance.
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Results:

The results are the reverse of the prediction. Black

assertives are liked more than white assertives by their

team members. This difference does not reach statistical

significance. (p < JO)

TABLE 5

Rank Order Position on Liking Given to Assertives
By Their Group Members:
By Race of Assertive

Race of Assertive

Black

White

Rank Order Position*
Total

53.6% 31.9% 14.5% 100%
(n=37) (w.22) (n=10) (n=69)

40.0% 30.5% 29.5% 100®
(n=38) (n=29) (n=28) (n,-.95)

Note.--Position 1 indicates most liked team member;
position 2 indicates next most liked team member; position 3
indicates least liked team member.

A Chi square test on the rating of black subjects did

not reveal significant differences between their "affect

rating" of black and white assertivos.
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TABLE 6

Rank Order Position on Liking Given By
Black Subjects To Their Assertive:

By Race of Assertive

Race of Assertive

Black

White

62

Rank Order Position
%*11000.1101,

1

54.5%
(n=12)

36.4% 9.1% 100%
(n=8) 22

46.0% 30.2%
(n=29) (n=19)

White subjects in black assertive groups liked the

assertive member more than white subjects in white assertive

groups, although with a small number of subjects, the

difference was not statistically significant.

The value of Chi Square was less than .10

TABLE 7

Rank Order Position on. Liking Given By
White Subjects To Their Assert-ive:

By Race of Assertive

Race of Assertive
Rank Order Position*

Total
1 2 3

.11..11101

Black

White

53.2% 29.8% 17.0% 100%
(n=25) (nm14) (n=8) 47

28.1% 31.3% 40.6% 100%
(n=9) (nm10) (n=13) 32

*p < .10
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Hypothesis 3. Members in groups where a white is the most

assertive member will enjoy participating in the group task
more than members in the groups where blacks are the most

assertive members.

Theoretical Background:

Hypothesis 1 predicted that there would be more

"Release of Tension" acts in groups where tha most assertive

member was black than in groups where the most assertive

member was white. Tension was assumed to be an unpleasant

state. Therefore, it was predicted that the members of

groups which were expected to be tense would not enjoy the

task as much as members of groups which were not expected

to be tense. Since Hypothesis 1 was not confirmed, there is

no theoretical basis for expecting this hypothesis to be

confirmed.

Measurement of Enjoyment

In the Post Meeting interview, subjects were asked

to indicate which of the five alternative', best described

their feeling while playing the game:, (,L) enjoyed it a

lot, (2) enjoyed it, (3) enjoyed it a little, (4) felt

neutral about it, and (5) did not enjoy it. Very few sub-

jects selected categories 3, 4 or 5. The tables, therefore,

present the results of subjects who selected either category

1 or 2 as describing their, degree of enjoyhtent while parti-

cipating in the game task. The Chi Square test was applied.
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Results:

The hypothesis is not confirmed. There is little

difference between the degree of enjoyment reported by sub-
jects in black and white assertive groups.

TABLE 8

Proportion of Subjects Reporting That They.Enjoyed Participating in the Game "a lot":
By Race of Assertive

.1011.110111.11110.01106.111.11.......

Race of Assertive

Black

,White

Proportion

73.4% (n 96)

69.5% (n "3.32 )

64

To determine if the race of the subject had any
effect on the enjoyment level of subjects, the results of
black and white subjects in black assertive groups were

analyzed. Although there is a slight tenncy for white sub-
jects in black assertive groups to select "enjoyed it a lot"
more than black subjects in the same goups, the difference
is not significant. Table 9 also presents results for black
and white members in white assertive groups. There are even
smaller differences between black and white subjects in white
assertive groups than in black assertive groups.
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TABLE 9

Proportion of Subjects Who Reported That They
Enjoyed Participating in the Game "a lot":
By Race of Assertive and Race of Subjects

Race of Assertive

...,*011M01101.11My.a.INIMNIP.M.1..*....

Pl.oportion

Black

Black S's 60% (n r. 48)

White S's 79% (n 48)

White

Black S's 67% (n = 66)

White S's 68% (n g3 66)

Hypothesis 4. Black subjects who are the most assertive
members in their group will receive more negative behavior
from white group members than will white subjects who are
the most assertive members in their groups.

Theoretical Background:

Negative behavior was predicted tc, he a technique

used by white subjects to establish balance in black asser-

tive groups. If a large number of whites disagreed with the

black assertive's suggestions and/or e;cpressed hostility

toward him, they would try to discourage him from continuing

his assertive role, assume an assertive role themselves, and

thus establish balance in their groups.
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Measurement of Negative Behavior:

There are two independent measures of negative be-

havior. One is the number of negative acts directed toward

the assertive group membar by cach member in his group. The

analysis was based on a percentage obtain d from number of

negative acts directed toward the most assertive member bv..

a subject, over the,

Total number of acts that sulliagfi di,rected toward the

most assertive member. This was taken from task-related

interaction explained in Observer's Manual #1, (Appendix G)

The Randomization Test for Two Independent Samples was applied.

Second, the Observer's Evaluations of both the

quantity and quality of resistance the assertive group member

faced were used as indices of negative behavior. The Chi

Square Test was applied. Observers failed to rank three

groups, two containing black assertives and one containing

a white assertive.

Results:

The hypothesis is not ecn. ired,

1. "Negative" acts of whit subjects toward black and white

assertives: The Randomization Tr?,s'c. for Two Independent

Samples revealed that whites in blanl: Fssertive groups did

not direct significantly more negative acts to the assertive

member than whites in whits assertive gl7oups.



TABLE 10

Mean Proportion of All Task Acts Scored as Negative
Directed Toward Assertives By White Subjects

1....010.10.**1.11.11.118

Race of Assertive Mean Proportion

..=ogoagrowilmmsoloa

67

Black 13.8%

White 11.6%

Note.--The proportion was based on the number of
negative acts directed toward an as5ertive' by a subject
divided by the total number of acts directed toward an asser-
tive by that subject.

2. Observer's Evaluation of the "Quantity of Resistance"

faced by the Assertive Member: The quantity of resistance

faced by an assertive group member was described by the

following categories: (1) he had a very difficult time

getting his suggestions followed; (2) he had a moderate

amount of difficulty; (3) he had a fairly easy time getting

his way, and, (4) he had very little resistance, almost no

disagreement. If the categories are dichotomized, looking

at black and white assertives who had a "moderately difficult"

or "very difficult" time and those who had an easy time

getting their way, the following result was found: There are

no significant differences between the quantity of resistance

faced by black assertives and the quantity of resistance faced

by white assertives.
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TABLE 11

Probability of Observers scoring Resistance

Faced by Assertives as "Moderately Difficult"

or "Very Difficult": by Race of Assertive

Race of Assertive Probability

Black

White

=1.101..*
I.Z....I.tV

41%

31%

Note.--n = 22 for black assertives; n = 32 for white assertives.

3. Observer's Evaluation of the Quality of Resistance Faced

by the Assertive Member: Observers choose one of the three

categories to describe the type of resistance faced by an

assertive group member: (1) Mainly counter-suggestions,

other members offer competing suggestions to those of the

leader, (2) Mainly task disagreements with the leader's

suggestions, (3) task disagreements or counter-suggestions

plus personal negative evaluations. If nolie of the above

described the task situation of the assertive group member,

the observers did not circle any category. Table 12 looks

at those assertives whose resistance was mainly counter

suggestions and those assertives whose resistance contained

disagreement with his suggestions and/or personal negative

evaluation. The type of resistance faced by white and black

assertives is not significantly different.
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TABLE 12

69.

Probability of Observers Scoring
Counter-Suggestions as the Type of
Resistance Faced by Assertives:

by Race of Assertive

Race of Assertive

Black

White

Proportion

5 5 %

64%

Note.--n=22 for blacks; n=32 for, whites.

Hypothesis 4A. More black group members will attempt to be-
come the most assertive member in their group and fail than
white group members.

Theoretical Background:

This hypothesis rests on Hypothesis 4 which predicted

that black assertives would have more negative behavior

directed toward them than white assertives. If white subjects

actually did direct a lot of negative behAvior toward blacks,

some black subjects might be unseated from an assertive

position. This hypothesis was included because the investi-

gator wanted to know if there were a significant number of

blacks who tried to become the most assertive member in their

group and failed. Since Hypothesis 4 was not confirmed, there

is no theoretical basis for assuming that this hypothesis

will be confirmed.
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Me ?.surement of Attempted Assertion:

Attempted assertion is defined by the number of

"unique suggestions" a group member makes. If a group member

makes the same number or more unique suggestions than the

assertive in his group, he is considered to have attempted to

become the most assertive group member. The Chi Square Test

was applied.

Results:

The hypothesis is not confirmed. White subjects are
4

slightly more likely to attempt to become assertives in both

black and white assertive groups than are black subjects. A

higher percentage of both black and white subjects attempt

to become assertives in groups where a white is assertive

than in groups where s black is assertive.

Hypothesis 5, Members of groups in which the most assertive
member is black will less often evaluate the most assertive
member as having the best ideas in the group, doing the most
to guide and direct the group, and being the overall leader,

than will members of groups in which the assertive member
is white.

Theoretical Background:

It was predicted that group members would ignore a

black assertive's superior performance as a technique to

maintain balance in their, groups. Refusal to be aware of the

black assertive's perfo'rmance would spare the group members
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TABLE 13

Proportion of Subjects Making the Same or a
Greater Number of Suggestions than.the

Assertive: By Race of Subject
and Race of Assertive

wOM.4,
Race of Assertive Race of Subject Proportion

Black

White

Black
(n=24)

White
(n=48)

Black
(n=66)

White
(n=33)

aeluoraremos

12.5%

14.604

16.6%

21.1%

the knowledge of imbalance in their group and they would

thereby avoid the tension which is generated by imbalance.

Measurement of Evaluationu:

Subjects rated one another on the basis of leadership,

best ideas and guidance contributed in the game. First, the

subjects' rating of the assertive group member, including

his rating of himself on these three indices was analyzed.

Second, the degree of consensus z.bout the assertive group

member, excluding his ratings of himself was investigated.

The Chi Square Test Baas~ used to test significance.
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Results:

The hypothesis is not confirmed.

1. Leadership: Subjects rated one another on the basis of

leadership by selecting one group member who stood out as the

"overall" group "leader." (Appendix I, Post Meeting Interview)

Black assertives were slightly more likely than white asser-

tives to be rated as "leader" by both black and white group

members. The difference in rating of black and white asser-

tives by their teammates, is significant.

TABLE 14

Proportion of Most Assertive Members Chosen
as "Overall Leader" by his Teammates:
By Race of Assertive and Race of Rater

Race of Assertive Race of ter

n......*
Proportion*

Bleck (nre116) 64%
Black

White (ne340.) 78%
Le. 11 0. 11.0.1M1100.71llawn..1.*

Black (n,-66) 50%
White

White (nre66) 56%

* p < .05

2. Ideas and Guidance: The results present the percentage

of black and white subjects who rated the assertive group

member as third and fourth rank when asked to rank order their
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team members on the index of best ideas contributed to the
game and amount of guidance and direction contributed to
the game. If the assertive group member who is the "top man"
on initiation and/or influence is rated third or fourth, he
is considered to be underrated. On both indices of ideas and
guidance, blacks underrate black assertives less than blacks
underrate white assertives, but t:ho differences are small and
not significant. A similar percentage of white subjects under-
rate black and white assertives on both indices of guidance
and ideas.

TABLE 15

Proportion of Most Assertive Members Who WereRated Rank Order Position 3 or 4 on
Best Ideas: By Race of Assertive

and (lace of Rater

Race of Assertive Race of Rater Proportion

Black

White

w*Wao*..11.10.11
(ntz48)

White (n.140

17%

15%

Black (n=5_16) 20%

Nhite (n=66)

82

.11
14%
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TABLE 16

Proportion of Most Assertive Members in Group
Being Rated Rank Order Position 3 or 4 on

Guidance: Dv Race of Assertive
and Race of Rater

r ,

Race of Assertive Race of Rater

..YIF

Proportion

Black (n=48) 13%
Black

White (n=48). 15%

Black (n=66) 21%
White

White (n=166) 14%

3. Degree of Consensus: The assertive's ratings were ex

cluded in this analysis in order to avoid a "false modesty"

effect on the results. If two of the three teammates, or all

three teammates agreed that the assertive was, (1) leader,

(2) top rank man on "best ideas," (3) top rank man on

"guidance," the group was defined as having consensus about

the assertive. The black assertive's teammates had a greater

degree of consensus that the assertive was the "leader," the

"top man" on ideas contributed to the game and the "number one

man" on guidance contributed to the ganef than did the white

assertive's teammates. None of the differences were significant.



TABLE 17

Proportion of High Consensus Groups
on Indices of Leadership,
Best Ideas and Guidance

Index Black (n=,24)
I

White (n=33)

Leadership 79.2
. 60.6%

Best Ideas 79,.2/, 66.6%

Guidance 70.8% 63.6%

1.1111.1011000.01.411...

Note.--"High Consensus" means 2 or 3 of the assertive's
teammates rated the assertive as rank order position 1 on
leadership, best ideas and 'guidance.

Hypothesis 6. Black subjects who are the most assertive
members in their groups will dirJplay more socio-emotional
behavior than white subjects who are the most assertive
members in their groups.

Theoretical Background:

Hypotheses 1-5 predict that the black assertives will

have a more difficult time maintaining influence than the

white assertives. It was predicted that ne would receive

more negative behavior from white subjects than the white

assertives, (Hyp. 4); that he would not be as well liked

(Hyp. 2) or as highly evaluated as the white assertive,(Hyp.5).

The group in which he participated was predicted to be more

tense (Hyp. 1) and less enjoyable (Hyp. 3) than groups in
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which whites were assertive. To deal with these difficulties,

it was predicted that he would bavq., to spored more time than

the white assertive in the area of Emoothing out feelings,

making friends or handling hostility ilnd would thereby display

more socio-emotional b.2havior.

Measurement of Soclo-Emotion,11 2ehavior:

There were two inc3,7!peneltmcasurcf; of Jocio-

emotional behavior. The first is "oared on socio-emotional

"acts" of the assertive grcup me.mb2rf:: that were scored by

observers in the socio-emotional ategov.: sy9tr.n. To control

for overall amount of interaction, the Elsr.ertive's number of

socio-emotional and task acts w:r.rc e.d&A together. The

proportion of socio-emotional ncto ,a,g determined by dividing

the number of socio-emotional ;cats and taoL interaction com-

bined, into the number of socio-e,aotional acts. The

Randomization Test for Two Independent Sanple2 was applied. ,

Socio-emotional behavior was also mclasilred '.by observers who

described the way in which the assertive ms4nbar dealt with

resistance. Observers'evcauationo nre b7!,,730. on twenty-two

black assertives and thirty-three /Iiite ass=tives. Socio-

emotional acts and Task acts were coror.i for the twenty-

four black and thirty-thr4ao wh:!.te o.s::lortiveq. The Chi Square

statistic was used to test significn.

5
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Reults:

The hypothesis is not confirmed. The difference in

the mean proportion of all acts initiated by black and white

assertives which were classified as socio-emotional" is

very slight and not statistically significant.

TABLE 18

Mean Proporation of Socio-Emotional Acts

Initiated by Assertives
By Race of Assertive

......*..."'."".

Race of Assertive

Black (n=24)

White (n' 33

Mean Proportion

42.

40.4%

mwnrn.....mr..smw...f.r WOO*

IIIKIIII.MIS*. ImAre. ...101..01.1

Observers selected one or more of the following

categories to describe the way in which assertive group mem-

bers dealt with resistance: (1) used logical task-

oriented explanations to support his suggestions," (2) "won

support for his suggestions by being friendly and supportive

to others in the group," (3) "tried to initimidate the

other members by ignoring disagreement and being hostile to

other suggestions."

The categories were divided between purely "task-

oriented" behavior (Category 1) and other categories indicating
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some kind of socio- ernotional behavior in dealing with re-

sistance (Categories 2 and 3). White assertives used a

purely "task-oriented" technique for dealing with resistance

more often than black assertives but the differences are not

statistically significant.

04110..1

a.04.011.

TABLE 19

Probability of Observers Scoring "Used Logical
Task-Oriented Explanations" as the Way in Which

the Assertive Dealt With Resistance:
By Race of Assertive

Race of Assertive

Black

White

Probability

Results Compariag_allshctation Condition to
Black and White Expectation Conditions

In the Black and White Expectation Conditions, white

subjects as well as black subjects had another basis besides

race on which to form expectations for the performance of

black teammates in the game. During Expectation Training in

these Conditions, black subjects were assigned a high status

as a teacher and builder of a transistor radio, and white

subjects saw that the blacks were competent at both teaching

87
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and building the radio. Expectations could he based on these

two related, positive, performance characteristics or on the

negative state of the diffuse status characteristic. Subjects

might also combine the information from both these sources in

forming their expectations. Therefore, it was predicted

that the hypotheses in the study would not be as strongly

upheld by the results in the Black and White Expectation

Conditions as in the Black Expectation Condition where whites

did not have any positive basis upon which to form expec-

tations for their black teammates.

Specifically, there should be more "aelease of Tension"

acts in black assertive groups in the Black Es:pactation'

Condition (Condition A) than in the Conditions where both

blacks and whites expectations are treated (Conditions B & C).

Black assertives should be hettr liked by their teammates

in the Conditions B and C than in Condition A. Subjects

should enjoy participating in black essertive groups less in

Condition A than in Conditions B and C. 'neck assertives

should receive less negative behavior in the Conditions whore

both black and white expectations are treated (Conditions B

and C) than in the Condition where only black subject's

expectations are treated (Condition A) . Black assortives

should be evaluated higher in Conditions 7.7., and C than in

Condition A. Finally, black assertive:; should initiate a
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smaller proportion of socio-emotional behavior in Conditions

B and C than in Condition A.

The,following results compare the Black Expectation

Condition (Condition A) to the Black and White Expectation

Conditions (Conditions B and C). There were nineteen groups

run in each of the three conditions. The results in tha two

Black and White Expectation Conditions have been combined in

the tables below (Conditions B and C). Some results found in

the previous section have been omitted here because of the

small number of cases.

"Release of Tension": Table 20, presents the results

of the mean number of "Release of Tension" acts in black and

white assertive groups in Condition A and in Conditions B
and C. The mean number of "Release of Tension" acts in

black assertive groups in Condition A is higher than the mean

number of "Release of Tension" acts in black assertive groups

in Conditions B and C. Subjects in white assertive groups

in Conditions B and C, release more tension than subjects

in black assertive groups in the same conditions. Subjects

in black assertive groups in Condition A release very slightly

more tension than subjects in white assertive groups in the

same condition.
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TABLE 20

Mean Number, of Release of Tension Acts in Groups:
By Race of Assertive and Condition

.**an
Race of Assertive

...0M.*/.

Condition

A B & C. 11..111 .104

Black 24.3% 20.3%
(n=6) (nm18)

White 22.4% 29.3%
(nm13) (n=20)

11,1.11nool

Degree of Affect: Table 21 presents the proportion of black

subjects who reported that they liked the assertive the best

in their group in Condition A and Conditions B and C. A

higher proportion of black subjects reported that they liked

the black assertive the best in Conditions B and C than in

Condition A. More black subjects reported that they liked

the white assertive the best in Condition A than in

Conditions B and C.

Table 22 presents the proportion of white subjects

who reported that they like the assertive the best in

Condition A and Conditions B and C. More white subjects in

black assertive groups reported that they liked the assertive

best in all conditions than white subjects in white assertive

groiaps.

00
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TABLE 21

Proportion of Black Subjects Who Reported
That They Liked the Assertive Best:
By Race of Assertive and Condition

Race of Assertive

44.0.0*Iolea .11r11.relly .....
.1.0..6 sow....nrowl

A

Condition

B & C

Black

White

33.0%
(n=2)

50.0%
(n=13)

If lili11

TABLE 22

53.5%
(n=10 )

41.0%
(n =16)

Proportion of White Subjects Who Reported
They Liked the Assertive Best;

By Race of Assertive and Condition

. Race of Assertive

Black

White

1.........1146.4*
Condition

A B & C

.011110,0.11 .11.1....161

58.0% 51.5%
(nri4.2) (n l9)

31.0% 27.5%

(r7.,A) 615.6)
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Level of Enjoyment: More black and white subjects in white

assertive groups selected the category "enjoyed it a lot"

than subjects in black assertive groups in Condition A. A

higher percentage of black subjects in black assertive groups

in Conditions B and C reported that they enjoyed the game

"a lot" than in Condition A. White subjects in black asser-

tive groups in Conditions B and C were more likely to report

that they enjoyed the game "a lot" than were white subjects

in white assertive groups in the same conditions.

TABLE 23

Proportion of Black Subjects Who Reported
That They Enjoyed the Game "a lot":
By Race of Assertive and Condition

Race of Assertive

Slack

White

Condition

A B & C

50%

(n=6)

62%

(nm16)

82

67%

(n=25)

67%

(n=28)

worwommeaw.01.10



TABLE 24

Proportion of White Subjects Who Reported

That They Enjoyed the Game "a lot":

By Race of Assertive and Condition

Condition

Race of Assertive
B & C

84

Black 58.0% 84.5%
(n=31)

White 7 7.0% 62.5%
(n=25)

Amount of Negative Behavior: Black assertives received

slightly less negative behavior from white subjects in

Condition A than in Conditions B and C. Black assertives

recetred more negative behavior than white assertives in

Condition A and about the same proportion of negative be-

havior as white assertives in Conditions B and C.

Evaluation of Assertives: A higher proportion of both black

and white subjects chose the black assertive as "overall

leader" in all Conditions, than the white assertive.
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TABLE 25

Mean Proportion of All Task Acts Scored
as Negative Which Were Directed Toward

the Assertives by White Subjects:
By Race of Assertive and Condition

Race of Assertive

85

-,Trixt=vxxticrgsxmapxuact32========

Condition

B & C

cam......rwanos0......4101.** yow

Black 23.7% 27.6%

White 19.5% .)7.1%

TABLE 26

4000*Iwyver

Proportion of Black Subjects Who Chose
the Assertive in Their Group as
the "Overall Leader" By Race
of Assertive and Condition

===================womm=mm. ageotoftles=carmerszszeaussarzrusr,

Race of Assertive

Condition

A B & C

.4.***11*...1*.140*r

Black I 70% 56%
(n=7) (n=20)

White 60% 49%
(n=15) (n=18)
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Proportion of White Subjects Who Chose
the Assertive in Their Group as
the "Overall Leader": By Race
of Assertive and Condition

Race of Assertive

Black

White

Condition

A B & C

IMIws

83.0%
(n=10)

58.0%
(n=15)

.ms..00.1.1.1*

78.5%,

(n=27)

54.0%
(n=22)

There was a higher proportion of high consensus

groups in which blacks were assertive, than in which whites

were assertive, on the indices of best ideas and leadership

in all conditions. On the index of guidance, there is a

similar proportion of high consensus groups for black and

white assertives in Condition A, but a higher proportion of

high consensus black assertive groups in Conditions B and C.
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TABLE 28

Proportion of High Consensus Groups on
Indices of Leadership, Best Ideas,

and Guidance: By Condition

87

Condition Leadership Best Idc.2.s Guidance

A
Black Assertive 83.0% 03.0% 66.0%

(nz.15) (n=5) (n=4)

White Assertive 69.0% 77.0% 69.0%
(1.19) (n=10) (n=9)

B & C
Black Assertive 79.0% 79.0% 74.5%

(n=14) (nm14) (n=13)

White Assertive 52.0% 56.0% 58.W.
(n=11) (n=12) (n=12)

.
.

Proportion of Socio-Emotional Behavior: Black assertives

initiated a slightly higher proportion of socio-emotional

acts in Condition A than in Conditions B and C. Blach

assertives initiated a slightly higher proportion of socio-

emotional acts than white essertivos in JA.1 conditions,

although the differences in proportions between black and

white assertives are smaller ill Conditions B and C than in

Condition A.
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TABLE 29

Mean Proportion of All Acts Scored as
Socio-Emotional Which Were Initiated by
the Assertive: By Race of Assertive

Race of Assertive

Black

White

,..1041.1.01

Condition
.6.0......&...

88
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D & C

42.3%

40.0%

fi



Chapter IV

INTERPRETATION

Introduction

It was predicted that assertive behavior on the part

of a black group member would produce negative reactions

from white teammates and these white reactions would affect

the black assertive's behavior. The investigator was con-

cerned with this possibility because of the broader impli-

cations of the prediction for desegregated classrooms.

Specifically, if superior performance on the part of a black

student elicits hostile and unfriendly reactions from white

students, the black student may lower his academic perform-

ance level to avoid these reactions to him. Irwin Katz

hypothesizes the hostility of white students as "a social

threat component" for black students. Block students might

attempt to minimize social threat by decreasing their interest

and competence in school work.

The results indicate that under certain conditions,

assertive blacks do not receive negative behavior or attitudes

from white teammates and do not behave differently from
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assertive whites. In Katz' terms, the assertive black sub-

jects in this study are not subjected to a "social threat

component." They are, therefore, not forced to behave in a

way which would reduce white hostility. The behavior of

white and black assertives is very similar and they are

treated and perceived similarly by group members.

The black assertive is liked as ell or better by

white subjects as the white assertive. The black assertive's

contribution to the game is evaluated es high or higher than

that of white assertives. White subjects do not direct

significantly more negative behavior to black than to white

assertives. Subjects in groups where blacks are assertive

release less tension than subjects in groups in which whites

are assertive and report that they enjoy the game "a lot" as

often as subjects in white assertive groups. Finally, the

black assertives do not initiate a s:;_gni2icantly larger pro-

portion of socio-emotional behavior than she white assertives.

The important question to answer is, "What were the

conditions which produced triese result:; ?" Three possible

explanations will be investigated. First, the results in

the condition where only black oNpectatione were treated will

be compared to the results in the conditions where both

black and white expectations were treated to determine the

impact of Expectation Training for subjects of both races
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on the results. Second, the nature of the task will be

examined and literature relevant to the effect of task struc-

ture on group interaction will be reviewed to gain insight

into the relationship between the task and results in this

study. Finally the broader social condition of racial

relations in the society at large will be considered to ex-

plore the possibility that changes in the society may have

been reflected in the small groups. Before these consi-

dertations can be investigated, the validity of this

particular study must be questioned. In particular, the

investigator will examine the possibility that the results

were affected by an iriappropr:Ltate theoretical framework

and by artifacts of measurement.

Examination of the Theoretical Framework,

A theoretical framework providee. the basis for

generating specific hypotheses. It, therefore, determines

what elements and relationships the invest4gator will examine.

If the theoretical framework is an inappropriate one for, a

study, the researcher may find that he had concentrated his

attention on inconsequential or peripheral issues and over-

looked the central ones, Once the f:ramework is adopted and

the results are gathered within the framework, however, it

is merely "post hoc" guessing to assume the study would have
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been more valuable if a different theoretical framework naa

been selected. One is nevertheless obliged to discuss the

possible inadequacies of the theoretical framework of one's

study in order to inform other researchers of the possible

perils of using the same framework for similar studies. The

following discussion suggests some difficulties with using

Balance Theory as the theoretical framework in this study.

The Diffuse Status Characteristic of race is a very

different independent variable from those used in most studies

of balance. Typical examples of variables used in balance

studies are "like" vs. "dislike" or "agreement" vs. "disagree-

ment." They share the quality of being clearly positive or

negative. The theory is appropriate for these variables.

The theory states that imbalanced structures will change in

the direction of balance. If 2. likes o, but disagrees with

him, several hypotheses can be generated from the theory.

For example, E. may decide that he does not like o or that he

does not disagree with o. P may try to change cm's mind or

decide that the issue of disagreement is not important.

Many studies have examined these and similar hypotheses

generated from Balance Theory.

The concept of Diffuse Status Characteristics does

not as easily fit into the balance formulation because there

are both positive and negative elements in each state of

101
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the Diffuse Status Characteristic. The kwerall "general

expectation state" for the black subjects is considered to

be negative, but there are several expectations which are

positive. For example, blacks are seen as athletic or musical.

Although the black and white state of the Diffuse Status

Characteristicsof race have been referred to as being differ-

entially evaluated, it is misleading to equate these concepts

with those used in most balance studies. They are not

totally negative or totally positive in the same sense that,

the concepts of 1:ke vs. dislike are.

Another difficulty with the concept of Diffuse Status

Characteristics is determining its relative weight vis vis

the specific porfermance characteristic on the game. Newcomb,

one of the first balance theorists, introduced the idea of

"strength" or degree of difference in weight between two

factors that arc im..)alanced. (Taylor, p. 22) For example,

if likes p, a great deal and does not care too much about

the issue over which they disagree, liAing would have a

greater relative weight than disagreement. It might be formu-

lated as a plus three Liking and a minus one disagreement.

This is an impertane concept because it gives the balance

theorist greater precision in predicting how balance will be

restored. :\ccording ts Rosenberg's and ALelson's "principle

102
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of least cost," balance will be reseorea requiring the

fewest number of sign changes. ;Taylor, p. 38) In the above

example, balance theorists would predidt that balance would

be restored by a change in the disagreement factor, since

this would require fewer sign changes than changing liking.

The Theory of Diffuse Status Characteristics does not

specify the strength of the Diftuse Scetus Cheracteristics as

opposed to a specific performence caracteristic. It would

depend upon which Diffuse Status Characteristic and which

specific performance characteristic are in an ibalanced

state. It would also depend upon each individual's per-

ception of the characteristics. For some subjects, race may

be much more important than any perceived competence on a

specific task. For others, a specific performance competence

may have greater weight than the Diffuse Status Characteristic.

A third problem with applying Balance Theory to the

concept of Diffuse Status Characteristics in the possibility

that the Diffuse Status Characteristic was not activated for

some individuals. If there were any block or white subjects

who did not negatively evaluate the state of being black or

positively evaluate the etate of being white, those subjects

did not perceive imbalance when a black subject became asser-

tive. Balance theory is completely inappropriete for these

subjects and all the predictions based on the theory should
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not be expected to hog

By definitior a "balanced group" existed only if all

members in the group were in a balanced state. Because the

black assertive is an imbalanced unit, the group of which he

was a member is considered to be imbalancee. A group in

which a white group member was assertive is considered to be

balanced. This formulation ignores the problem of the unasser-

tive white subject in a group where the other white was

assertive.- He is also in an imbalanced state, with a positive

state of the Diffuse Status Characteristic, and a negative

state of the specific performance characteristic. The balance

formulation in this study focused on the assertive and did

not take into account the imbalance of the other white subject

in groups where one white was assertive.

The use of Balance Theory in this study is seriously

complicated by the effect of Expectation Training on the

balance or imbalance of group members. The assumption of the

study was that black assertives are imbalanced units and

white assertives are balanced units. In the condition where

only black expectations for their own performance were

treated, black subjects may not have perceived imbalance if

their black teammate or even they, themselves/became assertive.

More critical, however, is the effect of Expectation Training

when both black and white subjects' expectations for black

1
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subjects wehlaltereu. 411(J.

white subjects knew that blacks were assigned a high state

on two related performance characteristics, building a

transistor radio and teaching a white subject how to build

the radio. Whiteswere not explicitly assigned any state on

these performance characteristics. However, black and white

subjects could assume that whites were "low" on the perfor-

mance characteristics. If subjects assigned white assertives

a low state on the performance characteristics related to

the radio, white assertives would also be imbalanced units.

If, or when this occurred, Balance Theory would be an in-

appropriate framework for predicting the results. Black

assertives and white assertives may have entered the game

task with opposite states of Diffuse Status Characteristic

and the two related performance characteristics.

Tension is a central part of Balance Theory and was a

major concept in formulating the hypotheses of this study.

Indeed, most of the hypotheses were derived from the assump-

tion of Balance Theory that imbalance generates tension.

The investigator confined measurement of tension in this

study to ac ,.:s which demonstrated "r::lease of tension." If

tension wore felt, but not expressed by any "Release of

Tension" act, it was not measured. (See OberverW Manual II,

Appendix H) Thus, it is possible that tension eperiencccd

Cr
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by group members was Tio::

Problems with measuring tension are not peculiar to

this study. Taylor points out that, H. . . the lack of

agreement in the theoretical literature on how to conceptually

define tension has been (in part) responsiLle for a number

of divergent procedures for measuring tension in experiments

and studies." (Taylor, p. 276) Until consencus on a defi-

nition of tension is reached and reliable measuring instru-

ments are developed, every study which purports to measure

tension is subject to question.

A beginning attempt to conceptualize tension would

be to distinguish between tension build-up and tension

release. There are four stages predicted by Balance Theory:

imbalance, tension, change toward balance and tension

reduction. (Taylor, p. 113) The qualitative differences

between tension and tension reduction must be specified be-

fore they can be measured. It may have been unwise to rely

so heavily upon a concept that is undefined and difficult to

measure.

A final problem with the selection of Balance Theory

as the framework for this study is the lack of scope con-

ditions developed in the theory for interaction situations.

Most balance studies examine changes in attitude by means

of interview or questionnaire. Formulating hypotheses for
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restoring balance through interaction is a more complicated

phenomenon to predict and measure. The investigator did not

have the benefit of previous studies to predict how imbalanced

four-man groups would interact with one another.

To summarize, there are three major problems with the

use of Balance Theory for this study. First the complexity

ot the concept of Diffuse StEtus Charcteri:ftics and the inter-

vention of Expectation Training prevents n clear 7cut identifi-

cation of balanced or imbalanced situations, Second, the

phenomenon of tension is difficult to define and measure.

Third, there is very little in the way of theoretical guide-

lines for generating predictions concerning behavioral

interaction from Balance Theory.

Problems of Measurement

The two concepts which were the most difficult to

define and measure were: (1) "assertive s" and (2) "socio-

emotional" behavior.

"Assertives" were identified in two ways: (1) the

group member who was both the highest initiator and most

influential in his group was sicced as the group's assertive;

.

and, (2) if the top initiator we not the most influential

member in the group, the.Observer'c, evaluation of who was the

"leader" of the group was used to identify the assertive,

10?
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restoring balance through interaction is a more complicated

phenomenon to predict and measure. The investic;ator did not

have the benefit of previous studies to predict how imbalanced

four-man groups would interact with one another.

To summarize, there are three major problems with the

use of Balance Theory for this study. First the complexity

of the concept of Diffuse Status Charr.cterictics end the inter-

vention of Expectation Training prevents e clear cut identifi-

cation of balanced or imbalanced situations. Second, the

phenomenon of tension is difficult to define and measure.

Third, there is very little in the way of theoretical guide-

lines for generating predictions concerning b'havioral

interaction from Balance Theory.

Problems of Measurement

The twp concepts which wore the most difficult to

define and measure were: (1) "assertives" and (2) "socio-

emotional" behavior.

"Assertives" were identified in two ways: (1) the

group member who was both the highest initiator and most

influential in his group was selected as the group's assertive;

and, (2) if th
If

e top" initiator wec not the most influential

member in the group, the .Observer' evaluatjbn of who was the

"leader" of the group was used to identify the assertive,

1.08
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In almost half of the groups the "assertive" was identified

by the Oberserver's Evaluation of leadership.

It may be objected that if the assertivera not both

the "top" initiator and most influential member in the group,

it might be unwise to consider him as the most assertive

member in the group. "Assertiveness" :iimplies a combination

of having many suggestions in the game and being persuasive

enough to gain agreement with those suggestions. These

qualities should be reflected in both till) initiation and

influence measure. Therefore, the "assertives" defined by

Observer Evaluation of leadership mey not have behaved in a

truly assertive fashion in the group and the lack of confir-

mation of the predictions could be attributed? to the broad

definition of "assertiveness."

The investigator analyzed the data agein, excluding

all those "assertives" who were chosen by Observer Evaluation.

This analysis looks remarkably similar to the tables in the

Results section, Chapter III. Very briefly, there was more

tension in white assertive than blae,k assertive groups; black

assertives were liked bette.i° than white assertives by both

black and white subjects; whites found ble,c% assertive groups

more enjoyable to participate in than white assertive groups.

Black assertives did not receive more negative behavior than

white assertives; (these were even smaller differences than
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in the major analysis); black assertives were evaluates

higher than white assertives; and although the Observer's

Evaluation indicates that black assertives were less purely

task-oriented than white assertives, the differences in the

mean percentage of socio-emotional acts between black and

white assertives were small.

The investigator did not use the above analysis'in

Chapter III because the number of cases was too small to

analyze the data by condition. If the results had differed

substantially from those included in Chapter III, the in-

vestigator would have been obliged to forego a "by condition"

analysis in the interests of greater precision of measure-

ment. The more conservative definition of "assertives,"

however, did not alter the results.

Problems also exist with identifying and measuring

"socio-emotional" behavior. Although R. F. Bales has

defined and described six areas of socio-emotional behavior,

the investigator did not find that all of these were appli-

cable to the groups which were' observed. (Bales, Interaction

It2ctsacilly_LI) The four categories of socio-emotional

behavior in this study were adapted from Bales, but the

description of this behavior was restricted to verbal and

non-verbal acts common to the specific task of the study.

The description of socio-emotional behavior in this study is

110
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useful to those who plan to use a similar task and a similar

age range of subjects in their experiment.

The investigator watched several tapes of games in

the previous study and discussed with two nbservers any be-

haviors which were not clearly task or, socio-emotional. One

of the Observers was black; she pointed out some behaviors of

the black subjects which were missed by the investigator and

the other Observer. After many sessions of preliminary

viewing, the Observers' Manual was wr.tton and the Observers

trained. (See Appendix H, Oberservers' Manual 2) The

investigator and staff believed that the socio-emotional

categories encompassed most of the bahavior in the group

which was not purely task-oriented.

There is no way to document possible inadequacies

in the socioemoticnal measure, Ilut there is another way to

compare the behavior of black and white assertives. Since

reliability was obtained on task "type act," the pattern

of type act of black and white assertives could be investi-

gated. If the patterns were ve.7y dissimilar for the black

and white assertives, it would inclicate that there were

indeed differences in behavior and perhap.) the socio-

emotional measure was not sensitive enough to measure them.

Specifically, if black assertives vve more action
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opportunities, positive evaluations and negative evaluations

than white assertives, and fewer performance outputs than

white assertives, it would suggest that white assertives were

more "task-oriented" than black assertives. Here it is

assumed that performance outputs, (giving suggestions on

which way to go on the game board) is a purely "task-oriented"

category. Action oppoi-tunities, positive and negative

evaluation may have some socio-emotional content because many

of the acts in these categories were also scored in socio-

emotional categories.

TABLE 30

Proportion of Task Type Acts of Assertives:
By Race of Assertives

Race of Assertive

Type Task Act

Action Positive Negative
Opportunity Evaluation Evaluation

Black (n =t24) 17.4

White (n=33) 42.4 22.1

.=geRaelo........

21.3 13.5

23.5 10.6

Note.--Proportions based on the number of acts a subject
initiated in each category divided by the total number of task
acts the subject initiated.
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Black assertives actually initiated a higher per-

centage of performance outputs than white assertives and

fewer positive evaluations and action opportunities. Clearly,

this analysis of the data does not indicate that black asser-

tives behaved in a less "task-oriented" manner than white

assertives. In fact, it suggests just the opposite.

Despite the evidence to the contrary, many staff mem-

bers who watched several of the video-tapes commented that

the black assertives displayed more socio-emotional behavior

than white assertives. The consensus of clinical impressions

of the staff was that black assertives more often displayed

a role combination of socio-emotional and task leadership

than the white assertives. The white assertives were seen as

being almost exclusively "task-oriented."

Effect of Expectation Traininc on Results

Imbalance may not be an adequate explanation for the

tables combining the results in all conditions. As mentioned

before, white assertives may have been perceived as imbalanced

units in the conditions where all subjects' expectations were

treated. If both black and white assertives are imbalanced

in these conditions, there is no theoretical basis for any

of the hypotheses. The study's use of Balance Theory may be

appropriate to explain the results in the Condition where only
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black subjects' expectations were treated, but it may not be

useful in explaining the results in the other Conditions.

What is needed is a theoretical framework which would generate

predictions and
explanations for re nults in all the Conditions.

Such a formulation has recently been provided by Lee

Freese and Bernard Cohen. (Freese and Cohen, 197) They

introduce a new concept. "General Pon2ormance Characteristic."

It is defined as a "set" of "two or more clirectly, symetrically

related performance cherecteristics." This "cet" of at least

two specific performance characteristics is "balanced." That

" . . . all members of the set have the szrne evaluation,

either positive or negative." "Sr.-e.tt-icel . relatee" means

that, ". . .
possession of any one member of the set implies

the expected possession .
o all other members of the set."

This concept of "General PerfoeelA4ce Characteristic"

describes the two related "specific perfol.L.aance characteristics"

that were assigned to the black subjecte clerincl Expectation

Training. They were assigned a "high state" of building the

radio and a "high state" o teaching scmccae else how to build

the radio. The positive aseignment on both these character-

istics constitutes a " "valanced set." Their abi:'.ity to build

the radio implies that they could successully teach someone

how to put the radio together. Conversely, the ability to

teach someone how to build the radio implies knowledge of ho,:)
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to put the radio together. The set cry these two characters

istics is therefore both "balanced" and "swaetrically related."

In this study, black sebjects in the two Conditions

where both black and white expectations were treated, have a

negative state of the Diffuse State Characteristic and a

positive state of the General Perf,ormance Characteristic. To

be useful to the study, the new theoI:etica J,:amework must be

able to predict which c thee n twe) .characterietics, the Diffu-,'

Status Characteristic on the General Performance Characteristi:

will determine expectations and the power and prestige order

on the new task. The theorists predict that expectations for

performance on the new task will be besed ol th General

Performance Characteristic not the Dif:fuse.Status Character-

istic, when the two are differentially evaluated. The basis

of this prediction is that the tesk characteristic is similar

to the General Performance Chareeteristic, but not to the

Diffuse Status Characteristic.

The Diffuse Status Cheriecteristic i.s not syneetrical.

There are many specific culture.1 expectatien1.54 associated With

being black, such as being musical and athletie.. The differ-

ence between these expeci!atione z.nd those eseucjated with the

General Performance Characteristic, is thet they do not neces-

sarily imply each other. For example, i.:; , given black person

is thought to be musical, it does not neceeserily follow that
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he will be thought to he athletic. The General Performance

Characteristic is composed of symmetrically related charac-

teristics and is defined by the theorists as being

"potentially" symmetrically relevant to the performance

characteristic on the new task. This performance character-

istic can be symmetrically relevant to the General Performance

Characteristic, but not to the Diffuse Status Characteristic,

because the Diffuse Status Characteristic is not symmetrical

within itself. Hence expectations for performance on the

General Performance Characteristic, but not the Diffuse

Status Characteristic are postulated to generalize, or become

relevant to the new task.

Hypotheses generated from this theoretical framework

would predict that expectations for black subjects° perform-

ance on the new task will be higher in the conditions where

both races are treated anti blacks are seen as possessing a

positive state of the General Performance CT Iracteristic by

all members, than in the Black Expectation Condition, where

blacks are perceived as possessing only a negative state of

the . Diffuse Status Characteristic, by whits subjects. It

would also predict that e:spectations for blacks will be higher

than for whites in the conditions ihee Wack and white ex-

pectations are treated, because white subjects do not possess

a positive state of the General Performance Characteristic.
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In the condition where only black expectations are treated,

blacks knew that white expectations were not treated. Expec-

tations for black behavior will, on the whole be influenced

by the Diffuse Status Characteristic, and thus be lower

than expectations for white behavior. These differences in

expectations should be reflecti in the beha7ior and attitudes

of group members to the asseJ:tive.

The investigator will examine, post hoc, the fit of

the data, broken by condition, Lo a st of predictions

generated by this theoretical framewor%. She will compare

the utility of this model as an interpretive device, with the

fit of the Balance model tested in the main body of the study.

1. Release of Tension: Since (!npectationn for black subjects

are higher in the Conditions where expectations of both black

and white subjects were treated than in the Condition where

only black subjects' expectations ware troatod. there should

be more tension in black assertive groups iu the Black

Expectation Condition than in the Black and White Expectation

Condition. Using the General Performance Characteristic model,

analysis of the data by conditon should show these

relationships:

Prediction; There should be fower.?nelea::tr3 of Tension" acts
in the Black and White Exnoctations Conditions
than in the Black Expectation Condition, in
groups where blz.cks Dre asnertive.
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Results: Table ZO in the previous chapter shows the
predicted direction of the difference.

Prediction: There should be more RT acts in the Black and
White Expectation Condition in white assertive
groups than in black assertive groups, and

fewer RT acts in white assertive groups than in
black assertive groups in the all Black
Expectation Condition.

Results: Table 20 in the previous chapter shows the
predicted direction of the difference.

3. Dearee of Affect: Since black subjects are expected to

do well in the game, there is no reason to assume that black

assertives will not be well liked in the Conditions where

both black and white expectations are treated4

Prediction: Black subjects will be liked better in the Black
and White Expectations Conditions, than in the
all Black, Expectation Condition.

Results: The prediction is upheld for black raters (see

Table 21), but not for whits raters, (see

Table 22).

Prediction: White assertives will be better liked than black
assertives in the all Black Expectation Condition,
and less liked than black assertives in the Black
and White Expectations ConditlDns.

ResUlts: The prediction is upheld for black raters,
'(see Table 21), but not for white raters, (see

Table 22).

3. Degree, of Eniovment: The high expectations for black

assertives in the Black and White Expectations Conditions

should facilitate enjoyment of games in which blacks betome

assertive.
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Prediction: Subjects in black assertive groups will report
that they enjoyed participating in the game
"a lot," more in the Black and White Expectations
Condition, than in the all Black Expectations
Condition.

Results: The prediction is upheld by the results for
both black and white raters. (Tables 23 and 24).

Prediction: More subjects in white assertive groups in the
all Black Expectations Condition will report
that they enjoyed the game "a lot," than sub-
jects in black assertive ge.oupe in the same
Condition. More subjects in black assertive
groups in the Black and White Expectations
Condidons will report that they enjoyed parti-
cipating in the game "a lot,",than subjects
in white assertive groups in these same
Conditions.

Results: The prediction ie upheld for white raters, (see
Table 24), but not for black raters, (see
Table 23).

4, Amount of Neoative Behavior: since white subjects expect

blacks to he competent in the Black and White Expectations

Condition, they should not be dictresse0, to participate in

groups where a black is assertive. They should, therefore,

feel less of a need to "unseat" the assertive by directing

negative behavior toward him.

Prediction: Black assertives will receive more negative be-
havior in the all Black Expectation Condition,
than in the Conditions where both black and
white expectations have been treated.

Results: The results are the reverse of the prediction.
(see Table 25).

Prediction: Black assertives will receive more negative be-
havior than white assertives in the all Black
Expectation CondiLiee, but less negative behavior
than white assertives in the Black and White
Expectations Condition.
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The prediction is upheld in the Black Expectation
Condition but not in the Black and White
Expectations Conditions, (see Table 25).

5. Evaluation: Because expectations influence evaluations,

Black assertives should be evaluated higher in the Black and

White Expectations Conditions than in the all Black Expectations

Condition, and.higher than white assertives in the Black and

White Expectations Condition:.

Prediction: Evaluations for black assertives will be higher
in the Black and White Expectations Conditions,
than in the all Black Expectations Condition.

Results: The results are the reverse of the prediction,
but the differences are small, (see Tables 26
and 27) .

Prediction: Black assertives will be evaluated lower than
white assertives in the Black Expectations
Condition, but higher than white assertives in
.the Black and White. Expectations Condition.

Results: The prediction is upheld in the Conditions where
black and white expectations were treated, but
not in the Condition where only black expec-
tations are treated. (see Tables 26 and 27) .

6. Socio-Emotional Behavior: .The group situation of the

black assertives is predicted by the above to be more support-

ive in the Conditions where both black and white expectations

have been treated than in the Black Expectation Condition.

Therefore, black assertives should have less need to display

socio-emotional behavior in the Black and White Expectations

Conditions than in the all Black Expectations Condition.
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Prediction: Of all acts given out by the black assertives,
there will be a larger proportion of socio-
emotional acts in the all Black Expectations
Condition, than in the Black and White
Expectations Conditions.

Results: The results uphold the prediction, but the

differences arc small, {see Teble 29).

Prediction: Of all acts given out by assertives, black
assertives will initiate a higher proportion

of socio-emotional acts than white assertives

in the all Black Expectations Condition, but

a lower proportion than white assertives in
the Black and White Bxpectatei:ons Condition.

Results: The prediction is upheld, in the Black
Expectation Condition, but not in the Black

and White Expectation Condition; the differ-

ences are small, (see Teble 29) .

The following table summarizes the accuracy of the

predictions which would hive been generated by the theo-

retical framework devised by 1,::ecse and Cohen.

Even though there is by no means a perfect fit of the

data to the General Performance Characteristic model, the

variety of predictions which are. upheld bv the data indicate

that this model has a much stronger potent.Lal as an expla-

nation of what was found in the treatment groups than the

Balance Model yielded for all subjects across conditions. One

would expect that the General Performance Characteristic model

would have even greater power for, predicting the results, if

the scope conditions of that theory had been followed in

this study.



TABLE 31

Fit of General Performance Characteristic Model as

an Interpretation of Differences by Condition

Degree
Upheld*

Predictions**

2 3 4

Not
Upheld

.........______

.

Partially
Upheld

-
X X X

Completely
Upheld X

*A prediction was classified "upheld" if the direction

of the differences was consistently as predicted for

variouS comparisons implied by the prediction.

**See text for meaning of numbers.

That is, if whites were assigned a low evaluation on the General

Performance Characteristic as well as blacks being assigned a

high evaluation on that characteristic, the predictions

generated by the theory should have a greater likelihood of

being upheld.

This analysis comparing the Conditions where Expectation

Training took place for all subjects with the Condition in

which Expectation Training was confined to black subjects

only, reveals that Expectation Training of all subjects was a
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powerful technique for changing expectations. The question

to be answered in this section, however, is, "Does the effect

of Expectation Training of all subjects alone, adequately

explain why the Hypotheses were not upheld?" In other words,

if the Hypotheses were consistently upheld in the Black.

Expectation Condition, but not in the Black and White

Expectations Condition.; the effect of Expectation Training

might be a sufficient interpretation for the results. This is

not the case.

A closer examination of the magnitude of differences

between black and white assertives, even when the Hypotheses

were upheld in the Black Expectation Condition, reveals very

small differences between the percentage scores. The mean

percentage of "Release of Tension" acts of groups in which

blacks were assertive in the Black Expectation Condition was

24.3. The percentage for groups in which whites were asser-

tive in the same condition was 22.4. (Table 20) Although

whites directed more negative acts toward black assertives

than toward white assertives in the Black Expectation Condition,

the difference in mean percentage is only 4.2 (23.7 - 19.5) .

(Table 25) Dlack assertives had a higher percentage of socio-

emotional acts in the Black Expectation Condition than white

assertives but the difference in mean percentage was only 3..6

(44.5 - 40.9). (Table 29)
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Inadequacies of the Expectation Training interpre-

tation of the results appear in analyzing the ratings of the

assertive by their team membors. A moat interesting finding

is that white subjects in black assertive groups like the

assertive more in every condition than do white subjects in

groups where a wnite is assertive. (Table 22) A higher per-

centage of white subjects in b1; :o assertive groups, than

white subjects in white assertive groups, chose the assertive

as the "overall leader" in the croup in every condition.

(Table 2?) Black subjects in black assertive groups also

rated the assertive as loader more often than black subject's

in white assertive groups in ev::.y condition. (Table 26)

When black and white subjects' rz,.:tincs are combini, arrl +-114

self-rating of the assertive is cleleted, tIlere is higher

consensus that the assertive is the lead<r: and had the best

ideas in groups where blackc wero z-.ssortivo than in groups

where whites nssertive in all Con6itiuns. (Ti.ble 28)

The high ratings of black assertivos in the Black

Expectation Condition cannot be oxplained by Eypectation

Training of all subjects. 7hc lack of indices of social

threat, i.e., negative bohavio::, low affr14-... ants low evalu-

ation, in the Black Expectation Condition, indicate that

Expectation Training of all s9bjects is not an adoquate



explanation for the results. The effect of Expectation

Training of both blacks and whites does not explain the

high affect reported by white subjects toward black assertives

in every condition. It also does not explain the high evalu-

ations of competent behavior that black assertives received

from white subjects.

The final two sections of this interpretation will

consider other explanations to account for the lack of be-

havior or attitudes which might constitute a "social threat"

situation for black assertives.

Task Structure

The purpose of this discussion of the group task is

to discourage any unfounded optimism that the results of te

study indicalb that "social threat" is no longer a 1;onc7:;

in black-white relations. There is no basis fr:r ass :;:.:inc

that under different conditions, specifically under a differ-

ent task structure, that the results would remain sale.

The structure of this task was very difft fre7.

traditional school tasks in at least three z:es..:ects: (2) Tha

group structure was designed to produce cooperatjve eff=t

toward a group goal; (2) There was no outside ztut:nor:ty

evaluating th3 clu.:Ility of group mcvbers' !n:rforl;anc,::: Lnd

(3) There was no penalty for performing poor)y, re4ar,.1 for
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performing well. In the traditional classroom, students com-

pete with one another to receive rewards and avoid penalties

which are based on the teacher's evaluatien of their

performance.

A number of studis have examined the effect of task

structure on the relation'thios of group mebers. One of the

first studies in this area ter conducted by Morton Deutsch.

Me examined, "The Effects of CoDperation ,Ile t Competition Upon

Group Process," (Deutsch, 194) , In thie.study, Deutsch

created two task conditione. In one, group members were told

that they would be ranked ecem:ding to the effectiveness with

'which their group handlee, a problem, (Individual cooperatio-

In the other groups, individnels eftJee told that each person

in the group would receive x different ree.,kiny based on their

individual contribution to the (roup. competitL

Observers noted that memoers in the cooperation"

groups were significantly more friendly to on another than

members in the "Individual conpetition' c,roups. More"encour.

aging and rewarding remarks" and fewer "E. , r:Je.essive remarks"

were made in the cooperativ than in tha competitive grourr

Participants in the cooperative TI:oups rteed oyle another's

contributions to the group tae higher than did the competi-

tive subject; . (Deutsche 470)

A number of ,studio investigating the effect of
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cooperative vs. competitive group structure on interrelation-

ships of group members report findings similar to Deutsch's

classic study. Inamuch more recent study, Julian and Perry

report that, "Present results clearly imply that cooperation

does engender more positive interpersonal relations among

group members, replicating many earlier findings in this

area." (Julian and Perry, 1967) They also found that mem-

bers in the "pure cooperative" condition ". . described

their groups as warmer, happier, and more active." (Julian

and Perry, p. 87)

The impact of cooperatiorx vs. ccapetition on Per-

ceptions of participants toward one another wns aromatically

demonstrated in a study by Lerner of al. (1967). In this

study the independent variables were "anticipated cooperation"

and "anticipated competition." The doprnt variable:-.1 were

attraction ratings of two subjects under cenelltions of antici-

pated competition and anticipated cooperation. They found

that those subjects who were told tley ovld be cooperating

together on a task (anticipatory cooperation) report higher

attraction ratings between ono another than thone subjects

who anticipated that they would particpate in a ccmpetitivri

setting. (Taylor, p. 175) It seen,7 as if norely anti i-

pating cooperation is sufficient to produce good feelings

between future group members.
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Competition was used by the experimenter in the

"Robbers Cave Experiment" to stimulate friction and hostility

between groups. It provo' to be an effective method of de-

veloping unfavorable stereotypes and animosity between the

members of two groups. in order to reduce the friction and

develop pleasant relations between members of the groups,

problems were introduced which necessitated the cooperation

of the members of both groups to solve them. The experi-

menters reported that conflict was reduced after the group

members participated in cooperative tasks and there was a

significant increase of preference for "ou group" members.

(Sherif et al., 1961)

The research by 1.';at;z e.,nd. Cohen (1962) found that whiten

expressed negative feelings toward their black partners when

those black subjectlidem.enstrated competence cn a task. The

staff on this project delliberately tried to prevent any con-

ditions which might arou.se thi:..e.e.t to white subjects as well

as to black subjects. They attempted to do this by: (1)

designing the Conditions in which expectations of both blacks

and whites were treated in such a way that subjects could not

form invidious comparisons betvmen th:qr future team members

and themselves, and; (2) selecting a cooperative criterion

task, "Kill the Bull" and encouraging ell members in the

group to work together a "team."
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When black subjects taught whites to build the radio,

the whites were informed that the black teachers were com-

petent at building the radio and teaching them how to build

it because they were trained to build the set and teach some-

one else how to put it together. White subjects could com-

fortably assume that they could have done as good a job with

the radio as their black teachers, if they had also been

previously trained. Telling the truth to white subjects

eliminated the basis for forming invidious comparisons be-

tween themselves and their black teechers. lied the staff on

this project implied that black. °eeachers were competent

builders and instructors of the radio because: .s2crior

ability instead of superior training, whites may very well

have reacted in a hostile and unfriendly manner.

It is impossible tO cle+-rees-ine the n:,;tent to 141'4^1'

the cooperative nature of the task in the study and the lack

of invidious comparisons of Expectation Tsainin puoventea

conditions of "social threat" from developing:. One could

speculate that a competitive division of the team members

between the black and white subjects curing lb*ectation

Training on the game would have proee/ced a lot of animosi:sy

and hostility between the members c) the two races. This

structure would be analogous to the "Robber ,:!ave 1LT,es'imsL

of inter-group competition. Based on other studies mentionet:
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above, even an individually competitive task structure would

have decreased the level of positive affect and evaluations

and probably increased the amount of negative behavior.

It would be interesting to conduct a study designed

to measure the effect of task structure on interracial re-

lations in a small group. The findings of many studies per-

mit a high degree of confidence in asserting that members

engaging in cooperative tasks have friendlier relations with

one another than members working on competitive tasks. A

further study might examine if this relationship between

task structure and interpersonal relations is stronger or

weaker when a group contains members who differ on a diffuse

status characteristic.

Changing Attitude Toward Black Americans

The cooperative task structure helps to explain why

there was little hostility displayed in theee groups and

positive ratings of both black and white essertives. It does

not explain, however, why white subjects reported higher

evaluations and more affect toward -).tzck asserti,ves than

toward white assertives. The following discussion examines

the possibility that changes in the attitudes of white

Americans toward the black minority affected the responses

of white subjects to the questions in the Post Meeting Interview.
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There is little doubt that children are aware of

racial attitudes of the society at a very young ago A number

of studies have found that white pre-schoolers perceive the

"Negro" as inferior and ascrih low status roles to him.

(See Mary Ellen Goodman, Race Awareness in Youna Children,

Kenneth B. Clark, Pre iusl x.ce and Your Child, and Marion Radke

and Helen Trager, "Children's Percepticn.t.; of the Cocial Roles

of Negroes and Whites," Journal of ts..y.212oloca, V. 29, 1950,

pp. 3-33) Kenneth Clark pointe out thrlt, ". ethildren's

attitudes toward Negroes are determined chiefly not by con-

tacts with Negroes, but by contacts with th e. prevailing

attitude toward Negroc9." (Kenneth Clark, EIetpdice an Your

Child, p. 25)

Since children's attitudes eccurltely reflected the

larger society's attitudes tm4ard minority q:.:0ps,

not be surprising i.f children's attituCes alto reflected the

changes in those societal nttitudee.

It is difficult to determine the range of beliefs now

prevalent in the white community. The f')rmer con: enure of

perceiving blacks as inferior but benign people has been

shattered. The white attitude today could be more accurately

described as an ambivalence between guilt: and fear. Whites

have been told by black and white spokesmen that the suffevie2

of black citizens is to some extent theIr fault, or at least
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the fault of the society which benefits white people. At

the same timer they have seen the riots that the suffering

has produced. Translated into behavior in inter racial

settings, whites may behave as if they feel that they have an

obligation to make up for past wrongs, or avoid negative be-

havior for fear they may elicit violent responses from blacks.

Whichever the reason, whites may feel more of a stake in con-

tributing to amicable relations between the races today, than

they did ten years ago.

An enhanced desire to establish better relations might

encourage whites to look at the positive aspects of black

people with whom they interact. If more whites want to like

and respect blacks, they will find more reasons to like and

respect them. The investigator is suggesting that this

changing attitude of some secments of the white community may

have affected white subjects' ratings of black assertives in

this study. If the white subjects were predisposed to like

their black teammates and to respect them, they found that

they actually did like them and did see them as competent.

This could be an overly optimistic interpretation of

the white subjects' reported attitudes. It may be that: the

white subjects were reflecting the more superficial attitude

of society that it is no longer fashionable to admit or dis-

play prejudice. Regardless of how one actually feels toward
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a minority group member, it Io co ple!cunu to

minded and enlightened. The subjectn in this atudy could

demonstrate the "liberal line" by reporting that they li%ed

their black partners a lot and by ev,Itluating them as compe-

tent teammates. The respones to the int.:view may have bsen

normative responses, viewed by the whites z.4s one m.,?,thed to

display a lack of prejudice. nraham Citron point:3 out in

his excellent article, "The fit, htnesn of Whi4-enens," "Since

middle class white culture also requires gentility, politeness,

restraint, and dissimlation, basic emotions about Negroes

threatening to the self-image or to acceptance in the oyes of

others are often repressed." (Citron, p. 12)

It is shortsighted, however, to dismiss pay:i.nq "lip

service" to the ideals of equality or brotherhood as inSig-

nificant. When the derogatory epithto hnrlcd t other

minority groups became a oigr . of bae, mannar;,i, a first step

was taken in eliminatin9 prejudice. Thc fact that white su'b-

jects reported that they likou,7tnd respecte(". tl^.,a black

assertive indicates that they am at loa3t outwardly open to

the possibility of forming frientThhirz: with their black peers.

There is nc way to 0.z:trmiac :h.e extent to whirl, c.''"

subjects actually felt aftec-,: and re:tpelct toward black

assertives which thy ri!pbrLed. i.e. is quite clear, however,

that this age group has been cxpored to oany more pooitive
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models of black people through the mass media than previous

generations. These children have seen black actors playing

very middle class and even glamorous roles in the movieo and

on television. They certainly have more basis for forming

positive attitudes toward blacks than children in previous

generations brought up on 'Step 'n Fetchit."

The mass media has also reported the growth of black

pride and black power in this country, albeit, not always

favorably. Whatever else a child might parceive from watching

Stockley Carmichael on television, it is doubtful that he seco

an obsequious "boy" who expc?cts to be dominated by ,_,

It is unfortunate that there is no measure of previous

interracial contact of these subjects. Those subjects who

live in integrated neighborhood i and/or attend integrated

schools have no doubt encountered black peers who behave

a competent and self-confident manner. If thicl c.ohite

have formed friendships with their -cers, it is not sur-

prising that they wou1;l rate black Iti.,77,rtivs n:2.(jh on com-

petence and report high fet-Aings :)f affect tO'qnrri

team member. Having had p.s:aviou2 oxperience with competent

black youngsters, the white subject:" may not see the black

assertive as unusual or threateninri.

There are many avonues through which the subjects in
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this study may have been exposed to changing attitudes in race

relations. Whether their exposure came through parents,

teachers, the mass media or members of the other race, it is

clear that white youngsters today have more opportunity to

perceive black people as equals than did previous generationr;.
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Chapter V

IMPLICATIONS

There are five areas of the study generating

implications : the limitations of the theoretical framework;

the problems of measuring asselive and socio-emotional

behavior; the effect of the task structure on the relation-

ship of group members; the favorable ratings given to black

assertives by white team members; and, the possibility of

stylistic differences between black and white assertives.

The methodological implications of the study are suggested

in the first. two sections of Chapter IV. The difficulties

of using Balance Theory for this study imply that a more

appropriate theoretical framework is needed for research

concerned with the low-status assertive. The problems

encountered in defining and measuring hot! "assertive"

behavior and "socio-emotional" behavior suggest that further

research is necessary to clarify these concepts.

Limitations of the Theoretical Framework

There is no doubt that nalance Theory is less than

a perfect theoretical framework for a study of this kind,
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Unfortunately, there has been very little written on the

low-status assertive or leader in small groups. The paucity

of literature in this area forces the researcher to experiment

in selecting or developing an appropriate theoretical

framework.

The section on the effects of Expectation Training

of both black and white subjects in Chapter IV, implies that

the theoretical framework of the General Performance Charac-

teristic, formulated by Freese and Cohen, would have been

more appropriate for this study than Balance Theory. The

General Performance Characteristic model may have had greater

predictive power of the results if the scope conditions of

the theory had been met.

The authors of the General Performence Characteristic

model state that subjects possessing different, staten of a

diffuse status characteristic should both be assigned opposite

states of the General Performance Characteristic. For

example, black subjects should he assigned a high state on

the two or more related specific performance characteristics

that compose the General Performance Characteristic, and white

subjects should be assigned a low state of the General

Performance Characteristic. In this study, blacks were

assigned a high state of the Ceneral. Performance Characteristic:,,

but whites were not assigned any state of the General



Performance Characteristic. They vi.rk:

assigned a low state of the General Performance Character

for fear that such an assignment would produce resentmont

and hostility among white subjects.

A further study to test the utiliw of the Genera.l.

Peklormance Characteristic model might selec subjects

possessing differently evaluated statef.5 of a less sensitive

diffuse status characteristic that race, and assign all of

them opposite states of the General Performance Characteriot',:...

Problem of Measilrement

The identification of "assertive," "i.nfluential,"

"leadership" behavihr in small, "task-cr:iented,"

groups, which are initially leadIrrless, is a serious

°logical problem. The literature is full cf studios which

define these concepts in very diffent

ologists can be assured that they are identifying the samr::

behavior by the cencept3, rTues41i3fin mvvit be

k

Is the "top man" merely Cab one who talks th* most? Iq 115

the group member `rho gets hts way? If it i3 a coy binatir

of both initiation and influence, does the amount of reilF

ance he faces affect his behavior? Which is a better in-,

dicator of assertiveness . . subject's evaluations of

contributions to the task, or observer's evaluations? Aro

the "quality" of ideas more important than the "ruant'Lty"
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'ideas for identifying the "top man"? In which situations is

guidance more predictive of leadership than best ideas?

These are only a few questions which need to be investigated

by further research. Sociologists cannot build upon past

research or learn from other studies if the concepts they use

are poorly defined or so limited as to be applicable to only

one situation.

The staff's clinical impressions of the assertives'

behavior 'contradict the evidence based on observation within

the socio-emotional categories. The staff believes that black

assertives did behave in a more socio-emotional manner than

white assertives, but there was very little, difference in

scores for black and white assertives using the socio-

emotional scoring system. As suggested in Chapter IV, the

measurement of socio- emotional, behavior in the study may

have limitations.

Socto-emotional behavior is difficult to measure be-

cause it involves the tone of voice and fecial_exprqsp,ion as

well as the content of, an act._ ID_f-act, oneethuld-arque

that tone 'of voice and nuances of languageaxe_ ffactors-o

socio-emotional bebamis)r_as-important.as the content of the

remark. For excimple, there see:ms to be a difference in

sheer amount of socio-emotional content in these statements,

"You're right, John." and "Right on brother, kill that bulls"
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Both remarks, however, would be scored as on-:."Raising Status"

act in this study.

In order to capture the emotional tone as well as

content in small group interaction, observers might be trained

to give overall impressions of the atmosphere or "feeling"

manifested in the group. Burke, in his article, "The

Development of Task and Soclo- Emotional Role Differentiation,"

reports that the participants in a group rated the group mem-

bers on the following criteria:

1, .Joking and kidding, finding the potentially
humorous implications in the discussion.

2. Doing most to keep relatjonshir between mem-
bers cordial and friendly.

3. Most liked,

4. Standing out as the leader 'in the_ dIsc=sion.

5. Making tactful comments to heal any hurt
feelings_vhich_, might arise in the discussion.
(Burke, rip. 370-392)

If observers could be trained to rate groups in a

similar way, and if reliability could be obtained on these

measures, a clearer picture of the emotional tone as well as

content in the group would ha obtainedu A suggestion for

further research is to employ both methods of scoring socio-

emotional interaction; the quantifying method used primarily

in this study and the les:, structured, judgmental or quali-

tative method, to see if the two measures do reveal different

pictures of group interaction.
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The Effect of the Task Structure

This study was concerned with the feelings and per-

ceptions of black and white subjecto toward one another

because of the possibility that unfavorable reactions of

white group members to their black teemm6.'es may force the

black subjects to behave in a less "tack -oriented" manner.

If there is any validity to the line of reaponing which

suggests that a "social threat" eituation would impair

black students' academic performance, clessroom teachers

should be concerned with any techniques to maximico positive

feelings between black and white children.

Cooperative tasks, preventing invidious comparisons,

have been revealed as one technique ;?roduc'Ing friendly re-

lations between participente. Yet, the traditional class-

room structure encourarjec competition between etudents and

even when "groun work" does ee.iot, individuals within the

group are rewarded or penalized, rather than the group as a

whole. It is not within the ecepo of thin etedy to exeeAne

the values underlying competitive and ccor:erative structures,

although they should hn enamine6 by evo.y teacher b; fore she

imposes either of the two task etructurosin her classroom.

This discussion simply suggests cooperative tasks in situ-

ations where impersenel relations re impoetant To those

teachers in integreted classrooms it is offered as a method for
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minimi2ing the possibility of social threat to black ctudents.

This is not a new suggestion. ever twenty years ego,

Deutsch concluded his study on cooperation and competition
with the statement that, "Educators might w-:.!11 m-examine the

assumptions underlying their commoa usag:.) of a competitive

grading system." He added that, "Ovle may Itell question whether
a competitive grading system r>7:'od.,,n the kitds of inter-

relationships among students, the tank-directedness, and

personal security that are in keping with sound educational

objectives. (Deutsch, p. 482) To'1ay, very Ylv, educators

have begun to question the comptitivo structuLe in American
classrooms. It is hoped that th() urgency of dsegregation

will encourage questioning many of the practices prevalent
in the school system and that the competitive structure o.2

the classroom will b Lmong t.11 . 6

White Rating of .51;1(71. Anr3ertiv:!s

High evacuation`' aad Affec given 'o black awiertiveo
by white teamm,:e may be a proetuct 017 three changing attitude
of white Amer i an^ towarel black

,7,in7.:ricans To investigate

if the changing fititudes in 'Lilo whit ccmunity we actually
reflected by whit' subjects, oimiDr: studies could be con-

ducted in several communities rep.::t'ztsxiting eliffr)rent atti

tudes toward the bh,ck mirr,)ri woilld be interesting to
find if white boys in Jackson, Nis ssippi, rate their blacli
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partners as well liked and as competent .as did the white

subjects living in the San Francisco Peninsula.

If white subjects' ratings ci.m. parially explained

as a reflection of changing attitucs ili the zeoicity, it is a

hopeful sign for the society and for the future of desegre-

gated education. In term of thit; stud7, white subjects'

attitudes toward their blac77. p=t:r:s imply :.:hit a "social

threat" situation for blac stud,7,nts jL liss likely today,

than it was eight years L-.:go when Kat%' and Cohen conducted

their study.

Educators must to t7:51site ch.mnging

attitudes toward blach Americzns Inhavioral norms in

the classroom. If white students 7J7Aieve in the abstract

ideal of equality, they can h more csily tnuo,ht to demon

strate respect and friendrhip fo their hl',Ach cLassmates

than if they enter the c1,7,.ssoom convinci that

students are inferior. The elanginq rItiturs of many white

American families can be utili7ed to pmf:llace intc.grated

schools composed of students wh3 henefi': frovil one F.nothe%: ac

well as fnom the instructor,

St Differerlm_of Black 7:nd hsr.etives..4 Wm. Y.... .... W.

The possibility o stylistic r'.iffelxpican botwa= blaeit

and white assertives is sucsgest ,by the staH's clinical

impressions. The idea that 1)171 %s bnhal7n a les
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"task-oriented and more socio-emotional way than white students

is an intriguing one for the practitioner. The assertive

blacks in this study remind this investigator of the popular,

black "class clowns" in her integrated classrooms in East

Oakland, California. In their bid for popularity, they camou-

flaged their intelligence, igno:?zed clay:3s work, and continually

disrupted the class with jokes and chatting.

The investigator is interested in conducting a series

of studies exploring teacher :::iactions to this kind of student

and developing techniques with teachr.!rs for helping these

students improve their academic perfan.aailce. She has dubbed

several video tapes from this study displaying white asser-

tives behaving in a "task-or: iented" manner and black asser-

tives behaving in a "socio-emot*onal" way. In a preliminary

study, these taps have b-en she-:?n to teach, , stud.:!nt

teachers and teacher aides of elcmentary :enrol youngsters in

integrated areas. The reaction of tit-:Ise c Licators was very

interesting. When asked to give a fc:w :Impressions of the

"task-oriented white leader, they deocribnd ;lira as, "a good

student," "self-confident," "knowledgeable about the to

and "serious." In contrast, their ilaprssions of the black

socio-emotional leader ranged from "funny and a clown" to

"gets along well with his peers." Almost all of their re-

actions to the white assertive were concerned with the .white
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asseldave's mastery of the task. Their remarks about the

black assertive concerned his relationn with his teammates.

The teachers, student teachers ma teacher aides

were also asked to choose either the black or white assertive

as the one who was: (1) the most effective leerier; (2) the

best liked by othnr, group members; and (3) tho potential

source of greater discipline probltMs. 'ilhe white assertive

was chosen slightly more often then the black ao "best leader"

but much less often as "best liked." Twice Z-.3 any o the

educators thought the black aseertive would be a greater

source of discipline problems in the cleeorm than the white

assertive. In a discussion period that Zollewed, the edu-

cators discussed how they would handle a student who behaved

like the black assertive,_ Opinion. rnn,3ed fron shake

him" to "I'd try to make him my ally and nofi.: destroy hie

leadership ability."

The investigator hopes to meet with more groupe of

teachers, teacher aides and stladent teeehre, te conduct

similar sessions. If the kind of socio-croticnel behavior

demonstrated by soma of the black ns5ertives is a behavioral

style common to many black children, teechers should he were

of their reactions to these stodent! and "kcvP'e the opportunity

to discuss Methods to he these chil6,ren ,''1ucceed in the

classroom.
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Chapter VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The study analyzes data collected in the summer of

1970. Fifty-seven groups, composed of two white and two

black junior high school boys, were filmed as they partici-

pated in a cooperative task. Observers scored task-related

interaction and socio-emotional behavior from video tapes

of each group. Subjects' attitudes and perceptions of one

another and the task were obtained from interviews with

subjects.

There were three Conditions in the experiment treating

expectations for black group members by means of producing

competent behavior of black subjects on an intervening task.

In one Condition, only black subjects' expectations for them-

selves were treated, (Black-Expectation Ccldition). In the

other two Conditions, expectations off both black and white

subjects for black group members were treated, (Black and

White Expectation Conditions) . In one of the Black and White

Expectation Conditions, relevance between the intervening and

criterion task was established for black subjects.

136
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This study focused on the assertive member in each

group to investigate if the race of the assertive affected

group members' reactions toward him and his behavior in the

group. .Based on the theoretical framework of Status

Characteristic Theory and Balance Theory, the investigator

predicted that black assertives would not be as well liked

nor as highly evaluated as white assertives. She also pre-

dicted that white subjects would direct more negative

behavior toward black assertives than toward wick to assertives

and that groups.in which blacks were assertive would contain

more tension and be less enjoyable for participants than

groups in which whites were assertive. Because? of these pre-

dicted differences in the group situation of black and white

assertives, the investigator predictild that black assertives

would initiate a larger proportion of socio-enotional acts

than white assertives.

Previous research found that whites do express

hostility toward blacks in small group situat,ons. Irwin

Katz postulates white hostility or unfriendliless as a "social

treat component" for black children. He sugciasts that the

anxiety and isolation produced in a social threat situation

might impair the academic prformance of bla0c students.

This study wanted to discover if black asse4ives in the small

groups were subjected to a "social threat" sq,,tuation by their
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white teammates and if they reacted by behaving in a less

"task-oriented" more "soclio-emotional" manner than white

assertives. If the hypotheses in the study were confirmed,

school personnel should be alerted to the possibility of

white hostility in integrated schools and its behavioral

consequences for black students.

The hypotheses, however, were not confirmed by the

results. Black assertives were not subjected to a social

threat component by their white teammates and they did not

behave in a more socio-emotional manner than white asst,tr-

ives. White members of groups in which blacks were asser-

tive reported that they liked the assertive the most in

their group and highly evaluated his contribution to the task,

more often than white subjects in groups where a white was

assertive. White subjects did not direct significantly make

negative behavior to black than to white assertives. There

were more "Release of Tension" acts and lower enjoyment was

reported in white assertive groups than in black assertive

groups.

The data were analyzed again, using a different

theoretical framework, to determine if the hypotheses were

upheld in the Black Expectation Condition, but not upheld in

the Conditions where expectations of both' black and white

subjects were treated. Predictions from an alternative,
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framework were more accurate for the condition where treatment

did not alter expectations effectively (Black Expectation

Condition) than they were for the more successful treatment

conditions. However, the predictions were not consistently

successful even in the Black Expectation Condition.

Two other explanations for the results were considered.

One reviewed research on task-structure which found that co-

operative tasks produce more amicable relations and positive

attitudes between participants than competitive tasks. The

other explanation discussed the possibility that changing

attitudes of white Americans toward black Americans may have

been reflected by white subjects in these small groups. The

investigator also examined the methodological problems of

the study to determine if they affected the results. It is

clear that alternative theoretical formulations are needed

to study the area of the low-status leader or assertive.

Thereis also a need for more precise theoretical and oper-

ational definitions of the concepts "assertive" and "socio-

emotional" behavior.

The study suggests that more cooperative tasks should

be used in situations where interpersonal relations are

important. In integrated classrooms, a curriculum including

cooperative tasks might increase the possibility of inter-

racial harmony. The study also implies that educators may
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may be able to produce integrated situations attractive to

both blacks and whites by capitalizing on the rapidly

changing, more positive attitudes of white Americans toward

black Americans. The clinical observations of strong socio-

emotional behavior among some black assertives suggests the

need for a project which works with teachers to help them

examine their reactions to black children who br:.4have in a

socio-emotional manner and to develop methods of helping

these children succeed in school.
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Appendix A

Cohen National Science Foundation Project
School of Education
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

May, 1970

Dear Student:
0

During the months of July and'August, a research team from the
School of Education at Stanford University will spend a few
days in your community studying new ways of teaching and lear-
ning. We will need young men in grades 6 through 9 to assist
us.

Each student who is chosen to participate will work no more
than three hours, and will be paid $1.50 per hour.

If you would like to spend up to three hours of your summer
vacation assisting us in this important work, take this letter
and the attached form home. Get your parents to fill out the
questions we wrote for them. Be sure to answer all the quesw
trans.

Then mail the questionnaire to us immediately in the envelope
we have given you. EillEaRtAat_Lajlttltq.

You will have fun as you earn and learn, assisting us.with,thie
project. We will call you this summer when we are. working in
your area.

UV'S; sab

Sincerely yours,

Ulysses V. Spiva
Project Administrator
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COHEN NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION PROJECT
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

QUESTIONNAIRE -

THIS QUESTION SHEET HAS TWO SECTIONS. YOU FILL OUT THE
FIRST SECTION AND YOUR PARENTS OR GUARDIANS FILL OUT THE
SECOND SECTION. BE SURE TO ANSWER EVERY QUESTION.

SECTION I - ABOUT THE STUDENT

Your names,,........, 0000000 ..Age:....,.0.Racets$41'011.4,41
First Last

Your home address: oo 000 11%** as 411 so el Oe011111141601,4110110.
Number and street Town

Phone number:. tio ri 0000 o 0

Your school: 00000 4........,,.....0,..Your

How tall are you? (If you are not sure, guess)...... es,14.
Feet Inches

How many brothers and sisters live with you? (Count in
half-brothers and half-sisters or foster ones.)

How many adults live with

Have you ever built a:

crystal radio set

transistor radio set

4I
(circle one)

yes no

yes no

How boys your arc Feel about school

1. Do you or don't you care about the grades you get in
school? (chech.one)

....(9Care a lot'
_(2 Care some

.....(1Care a little
(4' Don't care ,at all
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2. Do you or don't you try hard to get good grades in most
Of your subjects?

(1)Don't try at all
..10=wo

2)Try a little
3)Try pretty hard

_(4)Try liery hard
,(5)I get good grades without trying very hard

3, Does it or doesn't it bothm you if you don't do well in
your school work?

4, Do you

*4
vioram10

(T others
(2 Bothers
(3)Bother5
(4)Doesn't

think you will graduate from high

me a lot
me some
me a little
bother me at all

000.0nny.
(1)Very sure I

......(2)Pretty sure

3) Petty sure
(k)Very sure I..11.111.

will
I will
I will not
wall_ not

5. Do .you think you will go to college?

For the

MIM

(1 Very sure I will
(2 Pretty sure I will
(3)Fretty sure I will not
(4)Very sure I will not

school?

SECTION II

YOUR PARENTS OR GUARDIANS SHOULD FILL OUT
THE REST OF THE INFORMATICq

TO THE PARENTS: TO COMPLETE OUR SHORT SUR-
VEY. WE NEED SOME INFORMATION ABOUT YOU
KINDLY COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS,

mother (or guardian):

6, How far were you able to go in school?

(1)Grad'e 6 or less,
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(2)Grade 7,8,9,10 or 11
(3)Grade 12 (finished high school)
(4)Went to college but didn't finish
(5 )Finished 4 years of college

7. What is your occupation? O 0 444 00 ****** 0$000,0000

(Please specify: housewife, nurse, etc.)

POT the father (or guardian)

8. How far were you able to go in school?

1 Grade 6 or less

o
2 Grade 7,8,9,10 or 11Nomm.ollow.

3 Grade 12 ( finished high school)
---"(4 Went to college but didn't finish

(5)Finished 4 years of college

9. What is y our of:tcupation? PS OOOOO NOis00044
(Please specify: gardener, plumber, etc.)

Thank you for your cooperation. Xlease return this questionnaire
to Stanford University with the attached envelope.
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June, 1970

Expectation Training II

Instructions for Coding Recruitment Questionaire

General: This recruitment questionaire has two purposes:

1. Elimination of all subjects who have ever built crystal
radio sets.

2. Coding each subject as High, Medium or Low SES. This rating
is based on a combination of parental status and potential
upward educational mobility of the son. The aim is to select
subjects for a given group who cannot be distinguished from
each other on a social class basis by style of speaking or
by shabbiness of dress.

Procedure

1. Check first to see if subject has ever built a crystal radio set
or a transistor radio set. If either or both these questions
are answered with a "YES", subject should be immediately put
aside in a special file folder labeled "Unusable Subjects."
A thank-you letter should be sent to these.

2. Check parent education', and occupation on Pages 2 or 3. If
Mother and Father (or Guardian) have 4 years of college or
more, and father is employed as highevexecutive, proprietor,
major professional, lesser professional, business manager,
proprietor of medium-sized business, subject is automatically
coded HIGH, regardless of responses on other questions. Write
HIGH SES on top of front page and encircle it.

If father is a college professor, lawyer or doctor and subject
is white, file with Unusable Subjects.

3. Assigning score on Attitude Toward School. Use answers to
Questions 1-3 for assigning High, Medium or Low School scores.

a, Score the first question "1" if Subject checks "Cares
a lot". All other responses should be scored "0".

b. Score the second question "1" if Subject checks "Try
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Coding Recruitment Questionaire - Page 2

very hard" or "I get good grades without trying very hard".
All other responses should be scored "0".

c. Score the third question "1" if Subject checks "Bothers
me a lot.' All other responses should be scored "0".

d. Then assign a total score in this way: Add the total for
the three questions;

Range = 0-3
High = 3
Medium="2
Low = 1

e. Write High School, Med School, or Low School at the bottom
of the first page.

4. Assigning score on Level of Aspiration. Use answers to Question
4 and 5 for assigning High, Medium or Low Level of Aspiration
scores.

a. If Subject checks "Pretty sure I will not" or "Very
sure I will not" in response to Question 4 on graduating
from high school, code him as Low Level of Aspiration.

b. If Subject checks "Very sure I will" on both Questions 4
and 5, code as High Level of Aspiration.

c. All other responses will be coded as Medium Level of
Aspiration.

d,. Write High LOA, Med LOA or Low LOA beside these questions
in large letters.

5. Assigning an Overall Code of HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW SES:

a. Rules for coding subject HIGH SES:

(1) Subject may be called HIGH simply on the basis of a
very high status parental education and occupation as
described in Step 2 of the procedure.

(2) Subject may also be called HIGH if he is "high" on
3 of the following 4 factors:

(a) High Attitude Toward School
(b) High LOA
(c) High parent education (Father has 4 years of

college or more and Mother has some years of
college or more.)



Coding Recruitment Questionaire - Page 3

(d) Father has any white collar occupation.

(3) If subject is HIGH, put HIGH SES on front of question-
aire and encircle.

b. Rules for coding subject LOW SES:

(1) Subject is called LOW if he is 'flow" on 3 of the
following 4 factors:

(a) Low attitude Toward School
(b) Low LOA
(c) Mother or Father has less than a high school

education
(d) Father (or Mother if Father is absent) works

at unskilled labor or in unemployed.

(2) If subject is LOW, put LOW SES on front of questionaire
and encircle.

c. All other cases will be called MIDDLE SES and will be so
labeded on front of uestionaire.
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TWO-TRANSISTOR WIO SET

el) 64 (2)

IWI***.1,010./01.0

Tuner. Iljock

/ "AN

1

:d wiz 4

101. e 1)

Tuner

Tosistor.Block*I

td Wire

ole 1)

d Wire
ole 1)

Gray Wire
(pole 3)

Capacitor Block

elBlue Wire,

(pole 5)

Pad 1: Tuner Block
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Pad 2: Transistor Block

Pad 31 Capacitor Block

Pad 4: Transistor-Resistor Block

Green Wire
(pole 2) ,

Transistor

Green Wire
(pole 2)

Black Wire
(pole 4)

TranLt.stOr-ReSis.tor Block

Yellow Wire
(nnlo Al

Resistor

Black Wire Yellow Wire
(pole 4) (pole 6)

Battery

Red Wire
'(pole 1)

Black Wire
''(pole 4)

Ear hone
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Earphone Cord

Black Wire
(pole 4)

Yellow Wire
(pole 6)



Appendix D
Materials for Radio: 2 sets of the following

1 16" by 16" by 1" board
4 11/2" by' 11/2" velcro patches

6 . 1/8" machine screws (4" long)-called "poles"
1 battery (9 volt transister)
17 alligator clamps
4 3" by 3" by 1/2" blocks of wood backed by squares of velcro
1 tuner
2 transisters
4 resisters
1 capaciter
1 earphone with 30" cord
3' red wire
1' green wire
1' grey wire
3' black wire
16 blue wire
3' yellow wire

Materials for Experiment

1 divider (2' by 2' composition board)
1 teaching criteria chart
1 game instruction chart
2 dice
1 cassette tape recorder
1 cassette
1 card table

chalk
1 tool box (screw driver, nails, hammer, knife, etc.)

Aulannt for Recordin-

1 camera.

1 recorder (videotape)
1 monitor
1 microphone stand
1 tripod
2 lamps + stands
2 extension cords
2 monitor extension cords
1 role modeling film
2' reels of videotape
1 rubbing alcohol (quart)
1 head cleaner (k .pint)
1 cotton swabs (pkg.)
1 take up reel
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Appendix E

STUDENT

154

How important was it for you to learn how to build the radio?

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

VERY SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT VERY
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT

How much do you think you needed your teacher's help in building
the radio?

(1)

Could not
have built it
without his
help

(2) (3) (4)

Needed a Needed a Could have built
lot of help little help the set alone

without hny help

If you were to compare your knowledge about building the radio to
that of your teacher, would you say you knew

(1)

much more
(2)

a little more
(3)

a little less
(4)

a lot less
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TEACHER

How important was it to you to learn how to build the radio?

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

VERY SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT VERY
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT

If you were to compare your knowledge about building the radio to
that of your student, would you say you knew

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Much more a little more a little less a lot less
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Appendix G

Manual for Observers I

Introduction

Investigators considering sociological questions such as

interpersonal relationships, attitude change, group structure, and

leadership, have tested many of their hypotheses with small groups

in a controlled laboratory setting. The prrpose of this study is

to examine the interaction which takes place in a racially mixed

task-oriented group. The subjects are 7th and 8th grade Negro and

white boys. They are divided into groups of four, and each group

is observed playing a game entitled "Kill the Bull."

The data which will be used for testing hypotheses and draw-

ing conclusions will come almost entirely from the work of the

observers who will score from pre-recorded tapes the verbal inter-

action of the subjects as they play the game. It is therefore

critical to the success of the research that each observer become

completely familiar with the scoring rules and develop the ability

to record interaction accurately.

Since the reliability of the human observer as a measuring

instrument is csbject to wide variation, we have tried to outline

a training schLtule which will communicate all of the kistructions,

and which will give the observers a common frame of reference

within which to score and to hanfIle problems which we have not

anticipated.

Schedule for Training

The task of learning h ^w to score interaction requires con-

centration and practice. The time spent perfecting your skills as
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an observer is an ir-portant part of ycur work en tlae project.

The schedule below indica1:cs thn steps you should take in preparing.

We will go over the first st:13, the category system and rules for

scoring, at the introductory meeting, In addition, there will

always be a m-mlier of the project team whom you can contact for

questions and guAance.

Category System for ebserving interaction

1. Definition of an net:

The system of anilaysis we are using is concerned with verbal inter-
action only. Therefore gestures, incoherent mutterings, and other
forms of non verbal behavior are not considered interaction.
EXCEPTION: When a subject shakes his ho-d "yes" or "no" in response
to a quostioa from a':,otl:ler subject, th:.s gcsture will be scored as
would the words "yes" or "no", It sho:Ild be clear that this ges-
ture is ccered OF= w'r.el it -lc: a rcepouTo to a direct question.

An act is tin sin le efintilzeus speech of on,71 indiviaual. A speech
is ccns!dered cnAnuous, rer;ardless of pauses , so long as it (1)
is not intorrITted by a-other indivfdual and (2) it remains in
one crt...cory of Type of Let (see boioN7)0 A single word or a single
phraF3e censiered r1 set only te word or 1:larnr:e. e%presses
a complete thought Thus, "wLat?", "w1:7V4, "r2s", anl "no"
are considered acts, w:asress '.1,1m:1=1-0, and. "r7e. e . " are
not.

2. Seozi,73 c.1 c*,1 act:

scoring o: ca u. 'n corrpernn'...s:

Initiator: t!ls

Type of Let: elassificticn contirit of the mnark
Recipient: t' '.e the rc-1=k is riY:ressad

Perform=en (p)mr
A pfnforma71.2?. op.,:t is a .P.Lit CL:It c:thibits the
attribute of it cr.n be ngreed upon that
this is t.rt .ark ''..0W 7a a pre-71ollsly stated
end state, ',7'I)H:;.1Aly int.e7action v.hich accomplishes
the follswinr4 in 1),1

1. En rcto:': r (patli) for the group
to follc-
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2. An actor indicates the costs and rewards of a series of
possible paths or of a particular path.

3. An actor indicates an overall strategy intended to
facilitate reaching the specified goal.

Action Opportunity (A)

An action opportunity is to be conceived of as a socially distributed
chance to perform. That is, when a unit of interaction exhibits
the characteristic of requiring the emission of another unit by
another actor or actors, it will be scored as an action opportunity.

Positive Unit Evaluation .:)

A positive unit evaluation is conceived of as one which exhibits
the property of agreeing with or raising the status of a unit of
interaction previously emitted by another actor or actors, or a
unit which raises the status of another actor regardless of whether
he emitted a unit or not.

Negative Unit Evaluation ( -)

A negative unit evaluation is one which disagrees with or attempts
to lower the status of a previously emitted unit of interaction,
or attempts to lower the status of another actor, regardless of
whether he emitted a unit of interaction or not.

4. Rules for scoring ambi8uous situations

A. Clarification of Negative Evaluation
In general, an act is scored as a negative evaluation when a
person reacts negatively to another actor's suggestions:

1. points out negative values In someone else's strategy
2. disapproves of an idea or strategy suggested by

another actor
3. points out negative consequences of another player's

suggested path
4. responr1.8 with a "no" to the action opportunity

"Do you want to go this way"

A problem ernes when the subjects in a group offer competing
suggestions--often a player will effectively disagree with
another player's suggestionby offering a competing path, and
his suggestion seems therefore to fall into both the p and-
categories. The elle° for handling this situation will be
the following:

1. When the comparison is stated, the at will be scored
laa a negative. Ex. "I like the hot line better" or

This path has fewer red minuses"
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2. When the comparison is not stated:

If a player is offering an original suggestion, score

his act as a p.
If a player is repeating a suggestion made earlier,

score it as a - (he is in effect selecting one of the

proposed alternatives as superior to the one suggested

immediately preceding his speech.)

Examp.le,of scoring:

Subject Statement
Score

1 Let's go this way
1 p 0

2 No, look at all the minuses 2 - 1

3 This way looks good
3 p 1

4 I like the hot line better 4 . 3

3 The hot line is all minuses .13 - 4

This path (his own) has 500

2 We could get 1000 this way (1's original sug-

gestion--if it is not obvious that this promotes

a previous suggestion, then score it p). . . 2 - 3

8, To determine Receiver of an act

ay person to whom initiator looks or turns head

b) person to whom the act makes logical sense in the context

of what was previously said

c) when (a) and (b) conflict, give priority to rule (b);

that is, give the negative evaluation to the person to

whom the context of the act seems to refer.

d) see "L" and "le below.

C4 IBArtsmatILIalla2111t2.
le A "yes" or "no" response to A such as "Do you want to go

this way?" is scored as or - to the person giving the

action opportunity.

2. All other responses to an A are scored as p unless the

response throws back another action opportunity

Ex. Did you mean we should turn here% 1 A 2

No, only here.
What do you think we should do`;

I don't know.

2 p 1

1 A 2

2 A (1 or 0)

D$ .'.:XReLALwsys__pscoredositive evaluation.

Ey Comments after the die has been thrown:

Do not score :A) Statements of fact
about scone, such as

"We have 500 now."
b) Any remark made to the Host Experimenter

Do score: comments which relate to the task ahead or comments

on paths taken, for example:

"I told you we shouldn't have gone that way" 1 - 2

"You really did well" 1 .:. 2

"Next time we should go straight" 1 p 0

F. If someone raves an order such as "I'll count this wa and

you count this way'. score it as an action opportunity.
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G. When a player counts out a path:

Score as a p when he is using this method of showing an

alternative. Do not score if he is merely counting along

a previously suggested path.

H. Action Opportunity to Self

Acts such as "wait a minute" and "Listen to me" and 'Here

is what I think" (not just "I think that ...") are scored

as action opportunities to self. Statements following this

act may be scored as positive or negative evaluation to self

or another or as a performance output. Examples:

John: We should go this way. 1 p 3

Bill: Wait 3 A 3

Here's a 500++ and... 3 p 1

Fred: Listen, I think we'd 4 - 3

better go straight down (John's suggestion)

because there's only one turn left.

John: I've got an idea: 1 A 1

Let's turn here and. . R 1 p 0 wait . .

yes, this will work; turnl 1

here and go down there. 1 p 0

I. Interruptions
Don't score unless the interrupted act meets the following

criteria:
a) You can identify all three scoring categories

b) His intent was clear to the group

c) The group heard him (even though they may have ignored

him)--you are supposed to hear only what the group hears..

J. Marginal Remarks
The general rule is to score only acts which move the task

ahead. Thus,
I hope we get a six. . no score

I wonder how many turns it will take

How many turns do we have lefts . . . . no score

Strictly personal remarks have been moved to the other

scoring system, therefore do not score such remarks as

We sure are smart
You're great

But do score
We took the right path 1 + 0

You had a good idea 1 3

K. Non-verbal Behavior
Only verbal behavior should be scored -body motions may be

used to judge receiver of an Act.

L. Scoring Recipient as Grout) (0)

If initiator looks at morrl than one person, score to the group.
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M. Do not attempt to follow an argument over a series of acts
so that you have one man disagreeing with the idea of another
who proposed his plan some time back. If he is not disagreeing
with the man he:As addressing, just call it a performance unless
he specifically tells you whose idea he doesn't like.

N. Performance outputs
"Do you want to go down herero action opportunity (1 A 2).
"We can go here and then down here, ok?" the first part of the
act is scored as a performance output; whether or not "ok" is
scored as an action c:77ortunity will depend upon your judgement
as to whether the sp33ker is actually requesting approval or
merely using the word out of habit of speech.
"How about. " The scorin3 of acting with this beginning
may be scored solely as action opportunities, particularly if
they are short and clearly addressed to one individual.
However, often a player will preface an act with "How about . . "

without giving any indication, either with ending inflection or
with direction of eyes, that he intends to give someone else an
opportunity to speak; in this case score the act only as a p.
There will be cases, particularly in acts with more than one
phrase, when both a p ancl A seem clearly intended, and in
these cases give the speaker acts, e.g., 1 p 4, 1 A 4.

0. Comparison of two or more paths
This problem has been partially discussed under (A). Acts such
as "This has three and thrt has four" may not be decipherable to
observers as a or - and should then be scored as a p.
A similar circumstance is the comparison of many alternatives
as in "If we this. . . and if we take this. . . and if we
go here. . ." A multiple comparison such as this should be scored
as a single p, not and -Is for the players who originated
the suggestions.

P. Scoring for specific acts which have been troublesome
Did you mean this way? 1 A 2
No, I meant down here. 2 p 1 (not 2- 1& 2 p 1; 2 is

giving 1 requested information,
not disagreeing with his
suggestion)

Do you want to go down here? 1 p 2
Yes, and then we can turn over here. 2 + 1, 2 p 1
Wait: (or) Wait a minute. 4 A 4 (See H above)
That was my idea. no score
Here!s a way. 1 p 2
I think we'll lose there 2 - 1
Yea, and there --'s all along the way 3 2
Ok, let's go. no score
Well, we don't have much choice. : to person suggesting the path.
I was the one who suggested that. no score
Better keep on going. performance output.
Hey, you want to try coming through here? action opportunity
Ue'd only win on that way with a 3, negative to suggestor of path
Anything but a 3 will es) us good. no score

hey--this way, this way. A to self, p to self
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I. Purposes:

The purpose of this study is to examine socio-emotional

behavior and evaluations of black and white junior high school

boys in small, task-oriented groups. The data which will be

used to test hypotheses will come primarily from the work of

observers who will score from pre-recorded video tapes. The

success of the experiment depends upon accurate observation.

It is, therefore essential that observers are totally familiar

and comfortable with type act, evaluations and scoring procedure

discussed below.

II. Definition of an 'Act"

Observers will score both verbal and non-verbal behavior

which is affectively charged or has effective consequences.

An i'act" is a single, continuous speech, explicative, or

gesture of an individual. An act will be scored once so long

as it: (1) remains in one category of type act (see below):

and, (2) is not interrupted.

For example: laughter willbe,scored once until it subsides

or is interrupted. If it resumes again, it would receive another

score. If the individual who is laughing pats his team member

on the back, his behavior has changed categories (type act)

and he will be scored for this new behavior.
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III. Type Act: (definition, abbreviation, and examples)

The following type acts are designed to include most of the

socio-emotional behavior which occurs in these groups. They are:

group solidarity, releasing tension, raising status, and lowering

status.

A. Group Solidarity (GS)

1. Definition: Any verbal or nonverbal act which is
directed toward the group and expresses a feeling of
togetherness or an awareness that the task is a
group effort.

2. Hints:
a. The plural pronouns, "we", "us" or "our" are

often used in GS acts.
b. Both verbal and non-verbal GS acts are often

value judgments.

3. Verbal Examples:
a. Many GS acts come after the decision is made.

1. "We're doing pretty good.'
2. "We got 600 points!'
3. "We won."
. 'We lost."
5. "Just what we needed."
6. "That was the highest score we could have gotten.'
7. "We blew it."
O. "Yea, Hurrah" (any cheering)

b. Some GS acts come before a decision has been made
and refer to the subject's hopes for good luck on
the roll of the die.
1. 'Start praying everybody."
2. "We just gotta get a six."
3. "I know we're going to get a double plus.'
. "We'll make it, let's go."

4. Non Verbal examples: Non verbal GS acts are displays
of affection, camraderie and pleasure within the group.
a. All S's clap their hands (especially likely after

a move which gained a lot of points or the last
move if they won.)

b. All S's put their arms around one another's
shoulders.

c. All S's stack their hands on top of one another's
on the game board.
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B. Releasing Tension (RT)

1. Definition: Any verbal or nonverbal act which
serves as an outlet for emotions of stress and
strain.

2. Verbal Examples:
a. Most RT acts seem to come after the die has

been rolled. They are often explicatives
indicating pleasure or disappointment with the
score they received. The end of the game is
also a likely place for releasing tension.
1. All joking (example--"the dice is loaded."
2. All laughing or giggling.
3. Whistleing.
4. Slang such as darn, shoot, heck, crud.
5. Expressions of relief or dismay such as

"ohhh", "hew", and "ick."
6. "Oh well", "Oh boy," "Oh good."
7. "750 pointsl"
8. "minus 500:"
9. "An extra turn:"

b. Some verbal RT acts occur right before the die
has been rolled.
1. "Oh please, not a two."
2. "C'mon six."
3. "Don't land on a minus."
4. "Please, an extra turn."

3. Non-verbal Examples:
a. Drumming fingers on the board.
b. Any S clapping when less than the whole group

is clapping.
c. Dropping head on the board in dismay.
d. Covering up one's face in apprehension.
e. Jumping around in one's seat.
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C. Raising Status (RS)

1. Definition: Any verbal or nonverbal act which is
specifically directed to any or all group members
and expresses friendly interest, approval, respect
or admiration.

2. Hints: The pronoun you is often used or implied
in RS acts.

3. Verbal Examples:
a. Some RS acts are those which are intended to give

someone a chance to voice their opinion or bring
someone into the game. (Often in form of a question.)
1. "Is that OK with you?"
2. "Do you want to go this way"
3. 'Mat do you thinkY"
4. "Do you agree?"
5. "OK?"
6. "Everybody agreeY.
7. "Now, it's your turn to place the chain."
8. "Want to go this way':"
9. "How about this way'"

b. Other RS acts express positive reactions to a
subject, ranging from simple approval to admiration.
1. "You're right that's the way to go."
2. "Look, his path is the best one."
3. 'Hey, that's a great idea Tom."

c. There are a number of verbal techniques by which
someone can raise their own status.
1. "Didn't I tell youc"
2. 'Well, I was right."
3. 'See, I knew the way to go."
4. "It's my turn."
5. "Wait."
6. "Hold on."
7. "Listen to me.

4. Non-verbal Examples:
a. Non verbal RS acts which raise another's status

are usually between two subjects.
1. Shaking hands.
2. Patting someone on the shoulder or back.
3. Putting an arm around someone.
4. Handing another the chain to mark out the path.

b. These are the most common ways of non verbally
raising one's own status.
1. Picking up the chain and charting path on board.
2. Handleing the chain at any time.
3. Leaning arm on the board and thereby blocking

other S's view of it.
4. Standing up and leaning over the board.
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D. Lowering Status (LS)

1. Definition: Any verbal or nonverbal act which is
specifically directed to any or all group members
which expresses disapproval, annoyance, antagonism
or is personally deflating.

2. Hint: The pronoun "you" is often used or implied in
the verbal LS act.

3. Verbal Examples:
a. LS acts are often in the form of disagreement

during the decision making process.
1. "No, that would be dumb."
2. "How do you think we'll win that way'?"
3. "Hey, you better not go that way."
4. "C'mon Tom, look at all those minus points."

b. Other LS acts cut of someone's participation.
1. "Shut-up", "Shush", "Be quiet."
2. "We've already tried your way."
3. It isn't your turn.'
4. 'Give someone else a chance."
5. "You always make the decisions."

c. After the decision is made LS acts may take the
form of negative evaluation of someone's idea.
Sarcasm is a frequent form of negative evaluation.
1. "Yeah, that was really a great move.'
2. 'Boy, you really did it that time."
3. "Why did you have to think of that."
4. "That's your fault.'

4. Non verbal examples: Most of the non verbal LS acts
take place when subjects are charting the path.
a. Taking the chain away from someone else. If two

S's grab for the chain, the one who retains it is
scored as lowering the status of the other subject
who grabbed for it.

b. Pushing someone's hand or arm off the board or
away from the center of activity on the board.

c. Lifting someone's fingers off the board.
d. Pushing, hitting or any other hostile gesture.
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IV. How to Score:

A. Identifying Subjects: Subjects will be numbered from
left to right, 1, 2, 3, and 4. These numbers, rather than
their names will be used to score. The number zero, "0"
will used to designate the entire group.

2.

B. Abbreviations: Each type act has an abbreviation which
will be used to score the content of the act.

Type Act Abbreviation

Group Solidarity GS
Releasing Tension RT
Raising Status RS
Lowering Status LS

C. Scoring GS and RT: These acts will be scored by listing the
of the initiator of the act first, (i.e. the one who makes

the remark or gesture) and the abbreviation of type act
beside the Subject's number.

For example:
Act Score

Subject #1 laughs 1RT
Subject #2 cheers 2GS
The whole group claps OGS
Subject #4 flops his head down on 4RT
the board

D. Scoring RS and LS: These acts will be scored by listing
the number of the subject who initiates the act, the
abbreviation of type act, and the number of the subject
who is the recipient of the act, in that order.

1. Examples:
Act Score

Man 2 says to man 3, "you're path 2RS3
is good."
Man 3 says to the other subjects, 3LS1,2,4
"you guys sure goofed."
Man 1 says, "Wait:" 1RS1
Man 4 charts the path with the chain. 4RS4
Man 3 moves the fingers of man 4 off 3LS4
the board,
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2. Guidance for determining recipient: It is sometimes

difficult to determine to whom an act is directed,

The following are some guidelines:

a. Watch the eyes of the initiator. He will often

look at the person to whom he is directing his

remarks.

b. Often the speaker will be responding to a previous

remark made by someone else, although he is not

looking at him.

c. If the speaker is not looking at any other subject,

but another subject has just asked him a question,

the questioner is probably the recipient.

d. If the speaker has looked at two or more sub. ects

while talking, score each one separanly as the

recipient.

e. If the speaker is not looking at anyo:e but e ha

addressed his last few remarks to somtola in par-11

ticular and is continuing with the sate ;ubjct,

score the previous recipient as cecipier:.

f. Sometimes a subject will look at all lis teat

members when speaking. If you are cer:a n tt tt

this has occurred score the entire gra p as r, cipi

ent. Do not use it as a default c.ategcry, i.E.

when you are confused. Go back a.A watlh the inter-

action again to determine the recOlent

E. Scoring Ambigious Situations: There are three ma:or types

of ambiguity in scoring. The first concerns acts which are

on the borderline between purely task and purely socio-

emotional behavior. The problem i6 whether to score these

acts at all.

The second form of ambiguit/ ccncka-ns acts which are

on the borderline between two ca\ego'ies (type. acts.)

The problem is which category is Tptopriate for scoring

these acts.
The third type of ambiguity a ise; when two different

acts are performed simultaneously ( tuo acts are contained

in the same sentence. The problem to catch both acts

and score them both.

1. Acts which boreer between task socio-emotional

behavior:
a. RS or Task';

1. Acts wlilh follow a propc.ed course of action

nust. inkl!ide seeAng conf-Acmation from other

sbjects o be scIred RS. Thus:

Ac.-
Score

'Th's A best way , agree' RS

let's 3o
No score

'ant to go tais wayrc" RS

we\sholld go this way.' No score

"Hc 1 at Itif. , taking the hot line;" RS
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2. Acts which positively evaluate a move or an idea
must include personal reference to the initiator
of the idea to be scored RS. Thus:

Act
Score

"James, that's a good idea." RS
"That's a good idea." Ncscore
"You're right, that's the best way." RS
"That's a good way." No score
-See, I was right.'

RS
"OK let's go that way."

No score

b. LS or Task '': Similarly, acts which negatively evaluate
a move or a suggestion must include personal reference
to the initiator of the act to be scored LS. Thus:

Act
Score

"You guys really messed up.' LS
"That was a bad move."

No score
"You're wrong."

LS
"We'll never kill the bull going your way." LS
That path won't get us to the goal." No score

c. GS or Task': There are several acts which are sometimes
scored CS and sometimes not scored. The only way to
determine if these remarks should be scored is by
evaluating the emphasis and emotion with which they are
said. If they are said with emphasis and emotion, they
should be scored GS. If not, they should not be scored.
Here are some typical examples.

"We have 700 points.-
"We need an extra turn.-
"We lost 200 points."
"We need a one."
"We lost a turn."
"We don't need a four or six.-

2. Acts which border between two categories of type act:
a. RT or GS?

1. Most expressions of relief or dismay are RT. The
following are exceptions.

Act
Score

Cheering by any or all Subjects GS
Chapping by all subjects at same time. GS

2. Many acts that are scored as RT will be scored as GS
when the pronoun "we", "us' , or ''our" are used. Thus:Act

Score
"Please a six."

RT
"We need a six."

GS
"750 points:"

RT
"We got 750 points.-

GS
"An extra turn:'

RT
"We got an extra turn:"

GS
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b. RS or GS': There are some RS acts which use the
words "everybody" or you all in which one subject
is raising the status of three other subjects. These
should be scored RS. Thus:

Act
Score

"Everbody agree?" RS
"We all agree." GS
Is that ON with you a11%" RS
"It's fine with all of us." GS

3. Acts which occur simultaneously or in the same sentence:
a. RT and GS: The following are examples of instances

when both RT and GS scores should be recorded.
Act Score

Cheering and clapping at the same time, GS
when less than all are clapping. RT
"An extra turn, Yea!" RT

GS
''We ,lost 700 points, Shoot:" GS

RT
b. RS and LS:

1. One sentence can contain both an RS and LS act.
Thus:

Act Score
°I told you that was wrong." RS (self)

LS (other)
hi goofed: You guys decide.' LS (self)

RS (other)
2. When the chain is placed on the board, two or more

subjects may reach toward it. The subject who ends
up with the chain is scored as raising his own
status and lowering the status of the other subject
or subjects who reached for the chain. If more
than one subject is actually manipulating the chain
each is scored as raising their own status.
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V. Observer Evaluations:

173

This form requests observers to make evaluattins of the

contributions of group members to the task and t escribe the

relationship between the group members and the leaer. These

are subjective evaluations which are not expectedo be precise.

It is possible that an observer will be unable to Iclentify a

leader some groups or unable to decide on the realk order of

best ideas and guidance in some groups. If this occurs, indicate

who were the top two or three participants in the group. Please

make every attempt to fill out this foriii.
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VI Scoring Prodecure:

A. Observer Forms: All observation must be scored on the two
forms provided for that: purpose. Pefore you begin, write
your name, the date you are observing, the group letter
and group number in the spaces provided on both forms.

B. Length of Time to Observe: Each turn should be watched at
least three times. Difficult: turns (in which there is a lot
of socio-emotional behavior) may have to be watched four,
five or six times. Complete the scoring of each turn before
going on to the next turn.

C. At the completion of the game:

1. First, write down on a separate sheet of paper any
ambiguous situatioOsor other problems you encountered
in scoring that group. Entitle them "Problem Sheets."

2. Fill out the Observer Evaluation form.

3. Go over your scores on the Observer Scoring Sheet to
make sure that they are all legible.

4. Turn in completed forms to staff member.

5. Leave a written message to the staff member listing
your name, the date the group was watched, the group
number and group letter.

VII. Observer Reliability:

A. One tape (two groups) of every three tapes scored will be
scored by all the observers for weekly reliability checks.
Observers will not know which tape they are scoring in common.

B. Weekly meetings between observers and staff members will be
held to check reliability on tapes scored in common and to
discuss the problems each observer may have encountered
scoring specific games. Please bring problem sheets to these
meetings.
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Appendix I

OBSERVER EVALUATIONS

Date Observed 11111....1.1911

Croup Number
Group Letter

175

1. Rank order members of the group according to contribution of
best ideas (suggestions) in the game.

1. Name Seat #
2. Name Seat #
3. Name Seat 0
4. Name Seat #

2. Rank order members of the group according to the amount of
guidance and direction (keeping things moving) each contributed,

1. Name
2. Name

3. Name
4. Name

Seat 0
Seat #
Seat #
Seat #

3. Overall, who would you say stood out as the leader in the group?
Name Seat 0

4. Circle the category which best describes the amount of resistance
faced by the leader.

(1) (2)

He had a very He had a moderate
difficult time amount of
getting his difficulty.
suggestions
followed.

(3)
He had a fairly
easy time get-
ting his way.

(4)

He had very
little resis-
tance. Al-
most no dis-
agreements.

5. Circle the category which best describes the type of resistance
the leader faced.

(1)
Mainly counter-suggestions
Other members offer
competing suggestions to
those of the leader.

(2)

Mainly task
disagreements
with leaders
suggestions.

(3)
Task disagreements or
counter suggestions plus
personal negative
evaluations.

6. Circle the category which best describes the way in which the
leader dealt with resistance to him. (you may circle more than one)

(1)
Used logical task-
orented explanations
to support his
suggestions

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(2)

Won support for his
suggestions by being
friendly and supportive
to others in the group.

3 )
Tried to intimidate
the other members by
ignoring disagreement
and being hostile to
other suggestions.



Date:

Group Number:

Interviewer:

Appendix J

POST TEST INTERVIEW

Subject Name:

Seating Position:
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1. Was it important to you to play Kill the Bull? Would you say it was:

(1) (2)

Very
Important Important

(3) (4)

Somewhat Somewhat
Important Unimportant

(5) (6)

Very
Unimportant Unimportant

2, Here is a picture of where each of you sat while playing the game

Please rate all the members of the team including yourself on the
following:

A. A° had the best ideas in the game?,ithe next best?, the
third best, the least best%

1. Name
2. Name
3. Name
4. Name

Seating Position
Seating Position
Seating Position
Seating Position

B. Who did the most to guide and direct the group (keep things
moving) while playing the ame% the second, third/fourth most

1. Name
2. Name
3. Name
4. Name

186

Seating Position
Seating Position
Seating Position
Seating Position
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POST TEST INTERVIEW -

C. Of the other three membersr.of the team which fellow did you
like the most, the next most, the least?

1. Name Seating Position
2. Name Seating Position
3. Name Seating Position

D. Of the other three members of the team, which fellow did you
dislike the most, the next most, the least?

1. Name Seating Position
2. Name Seating Position
3. Name Seating Position

3. Overall, who would you say stood out as leader of the group
(include yourself)

Name Seating Position

4. How do you feel about participating in this group? Would you
say you:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Enjoyed Enjoyed Enjoyed it Felt neutral Did not
it a lot it a little about it enjoy it

5. Did you ever feel at a disadvantage in this study?

Yes No

6. Did anything make you angry at any time?

Yes No

7. Would you consider coming back and helping us with another study?

Yes No

O. Thank you for helping us todpy.

Additional comments:


